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ANZAC DAY
IN THE VALLEY

A beautiful day, an enthusiastic crowd and
a flyover with six passes over the Village
made this 2018 commemoration of ANZAC
Day so very special.
It is my pleasure to thank the many
members of this community and the
dedicated ANZAC committee who have
all assisted with the vital aspects of the
proceedings that together ensured a very
successful day.

The inclusion in the Service of primary
and high school students is not always
done in other communities, but here they
are definitely an important part. Their
contributions are valued and encouraged
and their enthusiasm valued .The future
of this remembrance ceremony is in their
hands.
The official wreaths were crafted with
love and care and we thank Gayle and

e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Mandy and their helpers. Also thanks to
all families who laid floral tributes to past
loved ones.
Thank you to our impressive parade
leader, Captain Tony Aldred, personnel
from HMAS Albatross, the Navy Cadet
drum band, HARS for the flyover, the
ever-supportive Lions Club, Jacqui Lenz,
student helpers, the school choir and
teachers.
Continued on page 10
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Congratulations to Al Lockyer, our
winner of the Valley Voice April
Dinner for Two competition for his
excellent piece ‘Why does social
media make you so angry?’
I think many of us can relate!
Enjoy your dinner Al and thank you
for your contribution!
If you would like to submit an article
and have a chance to win, email
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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The third annual Pioneer Days was held at
Kangaroo Valley Pioneer Village Museum
over the weekend of 14 and 15 May.
Judging from their comments as they
left, the hundreds of visitors who braved
the gale-force winds thoroughly enjoyed
the event. Most of them were from out
of town, and many learned of the event
through our extensive promotion on
Facebook.
The event could not be held without the
time and effort contributed by many
volunteers. With apologies to any whose
name may have been inadvertently
omitted, the museum trustees wish
warmly to thank the following:
Logan Apperley
Laurie Barton
Werner Bayer
Lance Brown
David Brinson
Liesl Burnett
Busheleles
Bush Music Club
Una Chapman
Garth Chittick
Geoff Cochrane & grandchildren
Graham Cochrane
Robert Cochrane
Gavin & Martine Folden
Allan Gilden
Leo John
Kangaroo Valley Lions Club
Val & David McEwan
Renee Madge
Christina Malss
Takako Matthews
Bert & Catherine Nieuwendijk
Nowra Spinners
Paul Obern
Nicole Poelzl
David Prescott
Bruce Preston
Mark Schwegler
Shoalhaven Vintage Machinery Club
Allan Stone
Gerard & Barbara Volk
Mark & David Walker
Belinda Watson
George Windsor
Mike Wolstenholme.
				

Tony Barnett

				

Secretary
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Letters to
the editor ...
Thank you.
To those who have given me such
compliments and thanks for the years I
have spent on the Pioneer Museum Trust.
While I was very flattered by your
comments don’t forget that in this world
today we don’t stay in voluntary positions
unless we enjoy and appreciate those
around us and who work with us in these
situations.
Without all the willing and able
volunteers (many of whom became VERY
special friends in my life), who helped run
the Museum, and enabled us financially
to afford to employ caretakers, we would
not be where we are today.
So a BIG thank you to the following:
Esther and Brian Barger, John Healy
(deceased), Elizabeth and Bruno Henke,
June and Bob Holdaway, Sheila and Nigel
Anderson, Jan Johnson, Hope and Angus
Kennedy, Denise Kidd, George Lee, Carol

McCallum, Margaret McLachlan, Fay and
Keith Nelson, Lee Sharam, Elizabeth and
Fred Sheeran, Kathy Szarbo, Sally and
Bruce Latham, and anyone else my memory
bank may have lost because I didn’t write
their names in my book years ago!
Having been born and grown up in a small
town (Otorohanga) on the North Island
of New Zealand, with two wonderful
parents, plus a sister five years older than
I, my life was surrounded by countryside
so like the Valley and was another
blessing in my life.
The fact that I married the older brother
of one of my school friends who I went
school and teachers training college with,
was another of the many blessings in my
life and of course having a daughter and
son on top of all that, is what has made
my life so perfect.
Being able to escape from Sydney when
we retired was yet another blessing and
so once more thank you to everyone in
this beautiful Valley for being who you are
and how and what you do for each other.
I would like to say that without the other
20-25 volunteers who worked at the
Museum while I was involved there, we
would not have the great reputation and
visitor numbers we now have.
Of later years we were able to employ
a caretaker and our volunteers were
able to retire and enjoy not having to be
committed to their duty days.

We welcome all content from our
community including news stories,
opinion pieces, poetry and reviews.
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 by

May 20th
Please note:advertisement bookings
due by May15th

With the development of the Men’s Shed
and the talented volunteers who attend
each week, it can be seen that many of
the display items which had not been
workable, are now ready for visitors to
see, understand their working, appreciate
the result and admire the time and talent
our Men’s Group has spent making them
operate as they were designed to do.
Elaine Apperley
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One word… Wow!
I wanted a farm, having spent a third of
my formative years on a hobby farm in
Bocoble south of Mudgee. My husband
Lance spent time growing up in Inverell.
We have always been looking to recapture
that idyllic dream lifestyle getaway,
albeit closer to our other home in
Cronulla.
Having a bizarre re-introduction to
Kangaroo Valley, via a random real estate
email, we were instantly smitten, and the
experiences continue to make my heart
swell.
Tonight after yet another lovely meal
at the Friendly Inn, we returned to our
car to find a fresh sourdough loaf left
on the bonnet in a paper bag with ends
twisted like days of old. What an amazing
gesture, from a person unknown, we
suspect a source but are unsure as, like
a random act of kindness, no note or
business card was left with it.
All we can say is this place is amazing
and the warm fuzzy feelings that bubble
inside are a sure sign we will be happy in
this valley.
We have had so many other warm
welcomes, from everyone at the Friendly
Inn, Nikki and Gerald at Bistro One46,
Mark and Sue at Yarrawa Wines, the
local market stallholders, and Valley
tradespeople - Warren at Roo Mowing,
Sid, Darren and Janet at The Village
Green and our neighbours, John and
Terrene of Melross and Elaine and Ron at
Emily cottage. We truly feel a part of this
very special community already.
We haven’t felt this type of peace in
a community since long ago days on
acreage in Mudgee and Inverell. It is a
salve to the soul and we are so excited
to meet new friends who have so warmly
welcomed us into their Valley home.
Thank you for letting us be a part of it.
				

Monika Spicer

				

Nethergate
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keen to explore the
new toys - and also
the boxes they arrived
in!

Some big excitement
this month! As well as
the Easter Bunny hiding
some yummy treats in our
playground, we had the
first turns on our brand new
jumping castle!
We have been saving the
proceeds of the Pub Raffle
for a while, and have put
those funds towards the
purchase of this fantastic castle. It will
give the children great opportunities to
exercise their large muscles and develop
their balance while practising their turntaking skills as well. Thank you again to
everyone who supports the Pub Raffle.
The children certainly are appreciating
the extra resources it enables us to buy
for them.
Thank you also to everyone in the
community who collected supermarket
stickers for us last year. We have chosen
some great new resources with our
vouchers. They arrived at the preschool
recently and the children have been very

Kangaroo Valley
Preschool is a busy
place for the children
and their families. We
have been learning
about keeping our bodies healthy and
safe. The children are now confident to
tell everyone that their bodies require
healthy food to eat, water to drink,
exercise, rest and sleep, as well as
cleanliness, to keep fit and well.
Road safety has also been a focus. The
children (and parents?) had lots of fun
making hand prints together to remind
everyone that children need to hold a
grown up’s hand when they are out and
about. The children also made amazing
portraits of themselves sitting in their car
seats, buckled up ready for a journey.
Our families have posed for photographs
together. We have turned the images into
electronic jig-saw puzzles on our tablets.
Lots of excitement as the children took
turns to find their personal puzzle to
solve!
We welcomed four generations of the
Grundy family to the preschool this
month. It was certainly very special to
have all these lovely ladies come to visit.
				

Jacinta Perry

Above: Road Safety Art
Below: Hand prints with Mum
Left: Fun with the new bouncy castle and
super market sticker goodies

From the top:
Four generations of lovely ladies
Car seat portrait
Our play car
Hold My Hand poster
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Our guest speaker for April was Tania
Reay of the Flagstaff Group, whose aim
is to provide meaningful employment for
people with disability. Starting in 1966
with just 20 employees, they now employ
over 285, and have moved from sheltered
workshops to supported employment.
Their head office is in Unanderra,
with a second office in Nowra, both
operating a number of commercial
enterprises as standalone business units.
These businesses cover an amazing
range of services: laundry, industrial
glove recycling, CD and DVD recycling,
electronic records management, paper
and cardboard recycling, safety and
industrial products, lawn and site
maintenance, packaging and assembly,
light manufacturing and sewing and a
print and mail service. BlueScope was one
of the earliest supporters of the program
and has continued in this support.
The site in Nowra provides 90 people with
employment, mainly recycling CDs and
DVDs, but they are also about to begin
helping with the Kangaroo Valley Olives
harvest.
Employment makes a huge difference for
these people, all of whom have different
abilities, so diversity is important. The
group’s vision is to unlock potential to
give people with disability an opportunity
to achieve their goals not only through
employment but through skills and life
choice development.

Their life skills development programs
include Transition to Work, Vocational
Pathways and a program for autistic
students in Years 9-10. People on the
spectrum didn’t want to be part of a
heavily structured disability program, so
Flagstaff has developed a special program
incorporating mini projects, which can
be more technically demanding. One of
these projects in Nowra resulted in the
design and creation of a Zen garden.
The Pathways program helps create
independence by offering learner driver
courses, cooking, moving out of home, a
supper club where the participants learn
restaurant etiquette, including such basic
things as how to order from a menu. All
these programs aim to assist with the
development of social confidence and
skills and independence across a range of
areas.
Many of these skills are the same as the
Learning for Life Skills supported by
VIEW and the Smith Family, so there was
a great feeling of rapport between our
members and Tania. We were inspired to
hear of the work Flagstaff is doing, many
of us expressing surprise that we knew
little about such a wonderful program.
Thank you, Tania, for enlightening us.
Our next meeting is on Friday May 11, at
11.30 am for 12 noon. Our guest speaker
will be Pat Joyce from the Senior Rights
Service – Legal Advocacy and Education.
Don’t forget to let Jeannette Dumbrell
know by lunchtime on the Monday before
the meeting if you will be unable to
attend, on 4465 2708 or by email at
jdumbrell@bigpond.net.au.
Everyone is welcome at VIEW. To find out
more please contact Penny Rose on 4464
2384.
Jenelle Brangwin
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April started early with Driver Reviver.
This year it was busier than usual – one
has to assume that the messaging from
the RMS is finally starting to work.
There are a number of regulars, but it
is no surprise to any of us to hear of
the stories of very dangerous driving
when descending the mountains. It
is often not your driving of which
you need to be careful, but more the
others on the roads. Our next one will
be on the long weekend in June.
Your local club would like to thank
you as a community for your generous
donations in the recent appeal for the
residents of Tathra. Under the wider
Lions organisation the local clubs
were able to secure additional funding
from the International body to help
get things started. Your donations
were used for the initial needs of the
residents, like food and toiletries.
In mid-April the club fed volunteers
and visitors who attended the third
annual Pioneer Days. This has become
a great fixture in the calendar, and it
is encouraging to see so many locals
getting involved in showing off the
virtues of the Pioneer Village Museum.
Shown in the photo here early on
Saturday morning (from left to right)
are Lorraine Mairinger, Marjorie
Wilkie, Allyssa Smith, Jill Turnbull and
Howard Carter, who set up and were
ready to feed the hungry from 10am.
A different team fronted on Sunday to
what turned out to be an even busier
day.

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office

Of course April is special in the valley
because of Anzac Day. The team were
ready again, and any money raised
on that day is directed back into the
Anzac committee account. Each year
we think that this is the best; however
Joan Bray and her team deliver a
better experience each time and 2018
was no exception. The milestone of
100 years since the end of WWI is a
special time, and we thank Joan and
her team for keeping this alive and in
our hearts.
Helen Mairinger
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Visions Improbable
The May/June
exhibition at Jing
Jo Gallery will
be a solo show
by Shoalhaven
artist Jim Birkett
(pictured left).
Many of you will
know of him from
his long association
with the Bundanon Trust.
Jim has been making art all his life. He
says of his beginnings: “I was born in
Cumbria in the North of England and
many of my weekend teenage years
were spent exploring the mountains,
lakes and fells of the English Lake
District. Walking the landscape,
sometimes in wet cold weather,
enabled me to come to terms with the
harshness of the terrain but also the
beauty. My legs became tired making
it to the topmost peak of a mountain
but the sensation of conquering this
mass of rock was most rewarding. These
explorations in my youth helped me to
understand that the physical experience
of the land is more rewarding than just
taking photographs. This has led me to
rely on experiences and memory as well
as imagery in my artwork.

So far this year bushwalks have been
arranged on a somewhat ad hoc basis, as
we seem to be getting busier even as we
get older, and the monthly commitment
of a recce before each walk has become
too great a burden. Fran Pritchard, who
has been one of the walk organisers since
day one, has agreed to continue sourcing
new walks, and I shall provide details of
each walk, a week or two in advance, to
everyone on our group email list. If you
would like to be added to that list, please
tell Fran by phone on 4465 1599 or by
email to pritchardfran47@gmail.com.
In March four of us felt a great sense of
achievement when we walked the length
of Seven Mile Beach, but Fran chose a
more relaxed outing for 22 April, when
eight of us did ‘A Robertson stroll’,
as it’s called in the guide book. We
started at Robertson Heritage Railway
Station, which is no longer served by
regular passenger trains, but only by the
occasional steam or diesel train. A short
walk took us to Robertson Nature Reserve,
where we followed a 600m long path
through the tall trees, ferns and vines of
dense rainforest.
The guide book offered two extensions
to the basic “stroll”, and of course we
did both. The first took us to the historic
Robertson cemetery, where the silence,
sense of stillness and stunning views
made it one of the most perfect final
resting places I’ve ever visited. After

“My experience of the Australian
landscape, especially the Shoalhaven,
is different to the Cumbrian one. The
stunning rock escarpment along the
Illawarra, the Jervis Bay coastline.”

stopping for coffee and cakes at the old
Cheese Factory, and dragging the female
members of our group out of the shop
there, we took the second extension
to Fountaindale Grand Manor (formerly
Ranelagh House), a centre for weddings
and afternoon teas which was doubtless
once grand but is now showing definite
signs of age and - dare I say it - neglect.
But the gardens are still beautiful.
Returning to the village, we visited the
lovely little Anglican Church of St John’s,
built from sandstone in 1876, before
stopping for lunch in a deserted park near
the railway station. The whole walk had
taken us 8.2km - a stroll indeed.

Tony Barnett

This show will contain recent drawings
and paintings. Of his work he says
“Some works will be based on a broad
understanding of landscape, but others
are motivated by my investigation
of personal imagery motivated by
travelling through the environment and
my reliance on memory.
“I can walk on a beach and be inspired
by the crabs digging holes and throwing
sand out in circular patterns to driving
down a road and being influenced by
the double lines and broken lines in the
middle.”
Jim has taken part in many exhibitions
in the past decades, and his most
recent solo show ‘Embedded in Land’
was held at the Shoalhaven Regional
Gallery in 2017.
The exhibition will be officially
launched at 4pm on Saturday 19 May
and all are welcome to attend. The
show will start at the beginning of May
and be open until 1 July.
The next show in July/August will be
a group show devoted to works about
Kangaroo Valley.			
Belinda Webster
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r e s ta u r a n t

EW
NOpening
HOurs
BRUNCH
Come in and CheCk out the Current art exhibition

Saturday and Sunday
9.00 am to 2.30 pm
(last orders 2.00 pm)

DINNER

Wednesday to Sunday
from 5.00 pm
Fully
licensed

new exhibition opening Saturday may 19, 2018

Visions Improbable

We are delighted to host a solo show by local artist Jim Birkett.
Jim is probably best-known in the region for his work at Bundanon, but throughout he’s been painting.
His last solo show was held in the Shoalhaven Regional Gallery in 2017.
Come and check out his exhibition of drawings and paintings and meet Jim on Saturday May 19 at 4pm.

8/160 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley • Phone: 44 651 314 • www.jingjo.com.au
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ANZAC Day 2018

Thank you Derek, Lance, Allan, Nigel
and Tony for ensuring the program went
smoothly.
The prayers from Rev. Andrew Paterson
and Fr. Ronan [read by Jill Good] were
reminders of the sacrifices made by
servicemen and women. This was echoed
by Geoffrey Todd in his very personal and
thoughtful Commemorative Address.
We thank John Anderson and Ben
Stapleton for their unfailing support, and
the vocal contributions from Michael Hole
and Paul Smith were much appreciated.
Together we are a talented team.
The Committee are grateful for support
from Ann Sudmalis, Shoalhaven Council,
the Valley Voice, the RMS, Ambulance,
Firies, Police, the Friendly Inn and all the
shops in the village who gave generous
support for the raffle.
We have the raffle each year for funds
to purchase commemorative $1 coins
from the Mint, as gifts for all students
who enter the ANZAC Essay and Poster
competitions.

This year the theme for the competition
was ‘Coming Home’, and the results were
very varied and interesting takes on the
subject. All art work was displayed in the
Hall.
Many winners were still on holidays, so
their prizes will be awarded and the
commemorative coins distributed when
school resumes in May. Their names will
be published in the school newspaper
‘The Kangaroo’.
The prizes are donations from many
tourist attractions and are mostly family
passes to these. The generous donors are
acknowledged on the program.
The raffle, with 1st prize the beautifully
crafted lead-light picture, courtesy of
artist Lance Brown and framed by Allan
Harvey, was well supported.
Other prizes were dinner at Jing Jo, five
baskets of goodies from local shops and
souvenir newspapers from’ Nostalgia’ in
the village. The prize winners were Jacqui
Szymoniczek, Gayle and Allan Harvey,
Jacinta Perry-Powell, Cecily Paterson,

Campbell Harvey, John McKinley and Kel,
Hampden Deli.
Donors for gifts were Diane and Ron
Nelson, KV Fudge and Ice Creamery, KV
Pharmacy, Hampden Deli, Jing Jo, Valley
Vintage, Barrengarry Store and Simon
Harrington. Trish received several other
donations with no names, so if you are
the mystery donor, our grateful thanks for
your support.
Thank you Trish Sherborne and Derek
Lucas for the enormous effort you gave in
organising this raffle and to Lyn and other
helpers for your assistance selling the
tickets on the day.
Our thanks to the Lions Club and helpers
for the tasty sausage sizzle, the cuppa
and Anzac biscuits and to Peter Thompson
for donating the drinks for the thirsty
student marchers.
Thank you to flag bearers Lily Robinson,
Jasper Grumley-Grennan and Daniel
Bourke.
A job well done with wreath laying by
Matthew and Nicholas Chittick, Amber
Muffet, Marieke Carlile, Coco Patterson,
James Grundy, Georgina Szymoniczek and
Tori Bruce and to all the cenotaph wreath
monitors.

L-R: Chris Pryor, Simon Harrington, Ken Novich

Derek Lucas with students from KVPS

To conclude the Family Day, signed copies
of Geoffrey Todd’s book, ‘Valley Boys’,
were presented to students Samantha
Barker [the ‘SIR’ poem], Craig Gaultier
[the ‘ODE]’and Ben Stapleton [Flag
monitor].
Then the ANZAC Award, the James Bray
Memorial Shield, was presented by Jessica
Bray on behalf of the family to a very
worthy winner, Daniel Bourke.
So ended another heartfelt
Commemoration Service conducted with
true Valley reverence. Thank you for the
respect you continue to show to those
men and women who have served their
country so valiantly in all theatres of war.
						
		
Joan Bray

L-R: Adam Bray, Montana Bray, Jess Bray, Joan Bray and John Anderson OAM

		

for the ANZAC Committee
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ANZAC Day 2018

Thank you to Intan Kallus and Ian Boyle for
all the wonderful photos!
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ANZAC Day 2018
On this very spot 98 years
ago on a cool overcast
September afternoon the
Valley community gathered
to dedicate this memorial
and honour those that had
served and died.
In the moments of silence
during the service there
could be heard the sobbing
of women. The mothers,
wives and sisters of those
who did not return.

“

The Valley was credited
by the newspapers
with having “responded
more loyally than any
other district or State
to the call of King and
Country.”

The community had raised
₤500 to create this place of memory. For
the community, standing before this town
memorial was a poor surrogate for visiting
the grave sites on the distant battlefields
of Europe and the Middle East.
A memorial hospital had been suggested
as an alternative.
On that day returned servicemen
gathered nervously amongst themselves,
uncertain of how to act in this moment.
They had been shot at, shelled, gassed
and bombed in all of the major campaigns
fought by the Australians in Gallipoli, the
Middle East and the Western Front.
Their silence came of an inability to
relate what they had seen and done
to those who had not experienced this
human tragedy.
Who would believe them?
Politicians, council elders and clergymen
spoke in glowing tones in tribute, of
steadfast duty and the highest honour.
They had spoken similarly four to five
years earlier when they had farewelled
all of these men in popular ceremonies
at the School of Arts and National Hall.

Despite their praise and
assurances of glory, 22 did
not return.
It was said on that day in
1920 that “the monument
would stand for all time as an
object lesson to succeeding
generations of Valley children
and to persons who passed
through the township of
the devotion to duty and
self-sacrifice of the men
whose names are engraved
thereon.”

And here we are today, children of the
Valley and visitors alike.

• Mary Scott also lost two sons; her
youngest Peter was still 15 when he
enlisted. William Wright lost two sons,
the youngest son, Tom Wright, had
been killed at Lone Pine on his first day
at Gallipoli.

Peter Scott

James Scott

Thomas Wright

Fred Wright

The Valley was credited by the
newspapers with having “responded more
loyally than any other district or State to
the call of King and Country.”
I offer these few instances to you as
examples of how that devotion and
sacrifice created profound effects in the
Valley:
• Perhaps no more than
Elizabeth Beacom,
who had her faith and
strength seriously
tested when she was
handed two telegrams
within five days.
Both of her sons had
Joseph Beacom
fallen. Joseph was
an ‘original’, signing up
immediately after the
war was declared.
David followed soon
after, and both were
lost at Pozières.
David Beacom

Lighthorse Charge

I wait with my horse Baily in silence, terrified, we sense the violence!
We start with a walk, then end in a gallop,
I get my bayonet ready trying to stay steady.
I see horses with no riders, and wounded men on the sand,
I slowly raise my bayonet high with my shaky left hand.
A bullet whizzes past my ear,
As I tug the leathery reins of my horse in fear.
The cannons fire with all their might, giving Baily and I a deathly fright!
The Turks’ bullets go off with a bang, “Please save me God”, I sang.
We jumped over the Turks’ trenches, feeling confident and proud,
And once we jumped over and took the town,
The cheering of us men was very loud!
I’m overjoyed to make it out alive,
But sad some of my mates have perished,
But I’m really glad this war is finished!
By Julaiha Kallus
Written in April 2017

• Four had 		
answered the call
and joined the
patriotic
Waratahs 		
Recruitment
March from 		
Nowra in 		
December 1915.
Only one, William
Cramond, returned.

William Cramond

• August 1915 saw
the end of the 		
Kangaroo Valley All
Stars rugby league
team, with six
players enlisting
together, including
my grandfather
William Mathers.
Three more cruel
years of war 		
followed.
William Mathers
• The effects of the war still resonate
in the Valley today because the 1918
armistice gave the men back their
lives, but not necessarily their peace.
Many struggled, and on their 		
homecoming were not ready to make
the return to their formal lives.
• William Walker,
wounded five 		
times, attended his
brother’s wedding
12 months after
his return, and
then disappeared.
No searches, then
William Walker
or now, have 		
determined his fate.
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• Eric Tate had been
killed by friendly
fire at Passchendaele,
and his death
precipitated the sale
and break-up of the
world-renowned
“Oakdale” estate.
Buyers had travelled
from as far as 		
Eric Tate
South Africa to buy the breeding stock.
• Tom Brooks’ brother
Bob was given a
parcel at the Post
Office months after
Tom’s death and,
thinking it was news
of Tom, rode hard for
home. His horse
Tom Brooks
lost its footing and
Bob was thrown 			
heavily to the ground. He died the next
day, a victim of the war 10,000 km
from the battlefields.
• Jack Huxley enlisted
under-aged, 		
and was killed 12
months to the day,
his body lost to the
earth. I watched
The Australian 		
Defence Force 		
Unrecovered War
Casualties Unit dig
Jack Huxley
unsuccessfully for his and Jim Gordon’s
remains at Messines in Belgium a
month ago. They and 83 other 		
Australians of the 45th Battalion lie
silently waiting there.
• Jack Huxley’s sister, my grandmother
Clarice Huxley, named her first-born
son Jack Huxley Mathers in her late
brother’s honour. When Jack Mathers
died of heart disease at 17 years of age
in 1940, she forbade any of her 		
remaining nine children to name any
grandchild Jack. No-one did or has
since.
• Robert Rowe was
gassed so badly that
when struck by
recurring bouts a
nurse would attend to
painfully peel the
skin from his body.
His children were
forbidden to enter his
darkened bedroom at
these times for fear Robert Rowe
that they would traumatised at his
sight.
• Frederick Madge
returned home
having seen
his fatally
wounded son
Stan carried
from the
field.
L: Fred Madge R: Stan Madge

• George Ditton lies in a
military cemetery in
the small French
village of Flers. A
young Nowra woman,
Sarah Azzopardi, who
lives there tends
his gravesite and visits
him on days of
George Ditton
commemoration.
• Hughie Quilkey
returned to the Valley
after the war. Edna
McGuiness knew him
when he worked her
father’s farm, reciting
Shakespeare as he
pulled the corn. Garth
Chittick also knew him
Hughie Quilkey
and remembers him as
a kind and well-educated man, but
gripped by the demon drink. He was
not alone in his behaviour, known today
as post-traumatic stress disorder.
• Though the years
passed parents
grieved for the rest
of their lives. Glen
Lumsden’s parents
placed In Memoriam
notices into the
Sydney Morning
Herald on the 		
Glen Lumsden
anniversary of his
death for over 20 years.
It was not my intention to make these
memories gruesome or macabre, but this
was the reality. If the Australians lost in
this war were to march past this point
today four abreast, it would take six
hours for them to pass. And they were all
volunteers.
At the end of the war
Mary Scott travelled to
Sydney to throw her arms
around her sole surviving
son Thomas. She had lost
two sons to this war and
on 4 September 1920,
she was given the honour
of laying the first wreath. Thomas Scott
Women wept.
What does all this suffering mean to us ?
‘Our’ Lt General John Sanderson so
perfectly summed our burden to these
servicemen as: “… the admiration and
gratitude for the courage and endurance
of those who served, tempered with grief
and bewilderment at the tragic things
they were asked to do.”
Stories like these are being repeated today
at Nowra, Berry, Bowral and 1000 other
places across the landscape of Australia.
But these are our men. They are our
Valley Boys.
It is our solemn duty to remember them.
Lest We Forget.
				

Geoffrey Todd
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Honan. Eventually, Nicholas and his
colleagues hope to use the captive-bred
phasmids to repopulate Lord Howe. “The
phasmid was the major consumer of
vegetation on the island, and therefore a
key component in the ecosystem in terms
of turning over nutrients.”
But before the phasmids can be
reintroduced, the rodents that drove them
off the island in the first place must be
eradicated. Which takes us to the next
chapter ...

The villains: Rattus rattus
and Mus musculus

Conservative estimates put the current
rat population on Lord Howe Island at
70,000, on an island less than 15 square
kilometres in area. The rats eat everything
from seeds, insects and plants to fungi,
vertebrates and eggs. They have been
blamed for already pushing 30 species to
extinction.
The extermination of the rats on the
island requires baits to be placed almost
everywhere: in roofs and gutters, along
fences and in outhouses, as well as the
real logistical issues of getting bait on
every cliff ledge of the 880m mountains
and in every part of the densely forested
floor.
So what to do ... call the rat-busters and
Nicholas Carlile!

The Lord Howe Island Rodent
Eradication Program (LHI REP)

The LHI REP aims to eradicate introduced
rodents: the Ship Rat (Rattus rattus) and
the House Mouse (Mus musculus) from Lord
Howe Island and its associated islands and
rocky islets. Rodents are currently having
significant impacts on World Heritage
values including impacts to a range of
listed threatened species. The eradication
of rodents will also present an opportunity
to simultaneously eradicate the introduced
Masked Owl.
Rats and mice are currently having a
significant impact on the World Heritage,
community and economic values of Lord
Howe Island. They prey on and compete
with a variety of threatened animals and
plants, and impact community amenity
though hygiene issues and spoiling of food
stuffs.
Eradication vs. Control
This project is about the eradication of
rats and mice from Lord Howe Island.
Eradication is different to control even
though they sometimes use the same
tools. Control has been used on the Island
for nearly 100 years but it is actually
the more difficult and costly of the two
strategic options.

Control means:
• Managing the populations to a level
where they are still there but their harm
is not a significant problem. The key to
this is being able to sustain the control
effort because if you stop control the
rodents breed back, so this is a neverending job.
• Because it is never-ending, the costs
mount up over time – both money to do
the work and environmental effects of
the tools being used.
• Because of the cost, control is often
limited in the size of area able to be
covered sustainably. Limited area equals
limited benefits. The current control
program on LHI protects 10% of the
island.
• Because it is ongoing, control is
effectively a selective breeding program
where those individuals who survive the
control methods being used are able
to breed and pass on their genes. So
you end up in an “arms race” inventing
new tools or methods to control rodents
which are no longer vulnerable to the old
methods.
• From an animal welfare perspective,
because it is never-ending, more rodents
are killed over time than a one-off
eradication project.
Eradication:
• Means getting every single individual all
in one operation and making sure rodents
are not able to return to the Island.
• To ensure we get every last one, the
design must be thorough. Every step is
motivated by the need to minimise the
risk of leaving individuals behind – this is
the cheapest and most environmentally
friendly way to approach eradication
because it avoids having to repeat effort
in the future.
• Making sure they can’t get back means
putting systems in place to check and
stop rodents leaving the mainland,
searching for any that may have got
through and responding rapidly to any
indication of invaders. These systems
have the added advantage of stopping
other undesirable pests as well for little
extra cost.

“

It’s a very bad problem.
The existence of the rats
and mice on the island is
a direct threat to
the world heritage values
of the island.

”

Ray Nias, Southwest Pacific
Director of Island Conservation,
who has been involved in the
issue for 20 years.

Surveillance camera image of a rodent
removing a seabird chick from its burrow.
For some seabird species less than 5% of
breeding attempts result in successful
fledglings.

Techniques for eradicating rodents from
islands the size of Lord Howe Island have
been successfully used for over 20 years,
with a recent example being Macquarie
Island (12,800 Hectares) in the Southern
Pacific Ocean successfully eradicating all
rodents and rabbits in 2014. Although it
is expected that some non target species
impacts will occur during an eradication
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program, these species are expected to
recover to pre project levels very quickly
after the baiting program. Consequently,
a continuing and ongoing program of
control can never deliver the same level of
biodiversity benefits as eradication.
The LHI REP will take some $10 million
and 3 years to complete. It is an enormous
task and has been in the planning stages
for about 7 years. It would be one of
the biggest and certainly the most
complicated eradication project ever.
Once the rats are gone, Nicholas will begin
reintroducing the phasmid, as well as a
biological control, such as an owl species,
to avoid overpopulation by the phasmid.
“It’s part of the rebuilding of the ecology
of the island,” he says. “You’ve got to deal
with a number of components to get the
pieces to fall back into place.”
So are we there yet? ... no, not quite!

Epilogue

Rats on the World Heritage-listed Lord
Howe Island continue to plague the
community, with this latest move to
eradicate them heightening tensions in the
close-knit community.
Debate has raged for about 17 years over
plans to exterminate the vermin, and
now a technical hitch has stymied the
eradication program which was scheduled
for this winter on the island. (Winter is the
best time to conduct the extermination
because it is the tourist off-season.)
The Lord Howe Island Board voted in
March to postpone the project until
winter 2019, after the APVMA (Australian
Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines
Authority, the National Registration
Authority for agricultural and veterinary
chemicals) failed to issue the necessary
chemical approvals in time for planning
to begin.
Ray Nias (Southwest Pacific Director of
Island Conservation) says if the rats aren’t
removed, it is “inevitable” Lord Howe
Island would move from the world heritage
list to the endangered list.
“It’s another year’s worth of
environmental damage, another year’s
worth of expenditure - to be in a holding
pattern,” he said. “There are a lot of
reasons it’s unfortunate.”
While there is no guarantee the rat
extermination project on Lord Howe
Island will be 100 per cent successful, it is
based on knowledge gleaned from similar
efforts around the world. Rat eradication
programs, including ones with aerial
baiting, have occurred on several other
islands in countries including New Zealand,
the US and Seychelles.
“I would hope that once the approval is
given, next year is better than never,” Mr
Nias has said.
So let’s all keep our fingers crossed for
Nicholas and his phasmids in 2019 and may
his patience be rewarded.
Diana Jaffray
(Some excerpts
courtesy of
The Scientist)
David Attenborough
holding one of the
bred phasmids at
the Melbourne Zoo.
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SeRenaTa SeRieS 2018

The STReeTon TRio
piano TRio

pieRS Lane
piano

TaSMin LiTTLe - vioLin TiMoThy ConSTabLe
pieRS Lane - piano
peRCuSSion

Music of Ravel, Kapustin,
Sdraulig, Say and
Schoenfield

Candlelight recital of
all 21 nocturnes by
Frederic Chopin

Music for violin and piano
of Franck, Ravel, brahms,
Schubert, Szymanowski
and Kats Chernin

Music of J S bach (violin sonata
in C, bWv 1005, arranged for
marimba by Timothy Constable),
Wesley-Smith, Smadbeck, Korean
traditional percussion music

Date: Sunday 12 August
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Date: Saturday 8 September
Time: 5.00pm - 8.00pm
Extended interval: Five course
high tea with Yarrawa Estate
wines**
Tickets $110*

Date: Sunday 14 October
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Date: Sunday 11 November
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Tickets $80*

Tickets $80*

Tickets $80*

all audience members have the opportunity to have a glass of wine with the performers after the concert.

*a subscription for all concerts in the series is $305.00 ($70 each for concerts 1, 3 and 4 and $95 for concert 2).
**each ticket price includes interval refreshments for the concert to which that ticket applies.

Serenata, 5 Keoghs Road, Kangaroo valley 2577 nSW

SuppoRTeRS:

Ticket sales: www.serenataseries.com.au
Telephone enquiries: (02) 4465 1012

.

For Those Who Demand More

At Kangaroo Valley & Southern Highlands Escapes we’re all about providing more when it comes to managing your
property. We go that extra mile to make sure guests feel welcomed. “That roaring fire is always just right, the pillows
fluffed and a warm welcome awaits you on arrival!”.
We also go that extra mile to ensure our clients receive a quality service and that their homes are always at their best.
If you’d like to receive more when it comes to having your property managed, contact the region’s growing and
independent Property Manager - now serving the Southern Highlands
Call 0428 155 818 email bookings@kangaroovalleyescapes.com web www.kangaroovalleyevent.com.au
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All the world’s a stage. All you need is love.
Northholm Grammar is returning to the
Valley for its ninth year with a brand
new production of William Shakepeare’s
As You Like It.
After the previous success of productions
Much Ado About Nothing, The 39 Steps,
The Importance of Being Earnest, and
Don’t Say Macbeth, Northholm Drama
invites you to take a trip back to the
Summer of Love, with their fresh take on
the Shakespearean classic As You Like it.
After the evil Senator Judith Fredrick
(Alannah Trestrail) wins her election
over her sister Janice (Chantal Parle),
she begins exiling people she hates from
the city. After being kicked out into the
Forest of Arden, lovers Rosalind (Rachel
Stosic) and Orlando (Mitchell Old) become
entangled in a hilarious game of love, wit
and mistaken identity.
The Forest of Arden is full of hippies,
under the guidance of the peace-loving
Janice, who show everybody who enters
that the simple life is the good life.
Orlando covers the forest in poems,
Rosalind disguises herself as a man,
her cousin Celia (Ella Armstrong) tries
her best to adjust to the country, local
comedian Touchstone (Chet GreatbatchMurphy) baffles everyone with his
absurdist comedy - especially local goat
herder Audrey (Mia Band) - and the eversarcastic Jacques (Sam Montier) feels its
all rather a bit silly.
Orlando’s brother Oliver (Bodie
Greatbatch-Murphy) tries to track down
his brother in the forest, but finds love
instead. And the lovelorn Silvius (Eamon
Wildes) tries to get local shepherd Phoebe
(Cassie Plenge) to fall for him. This is
made all the more difficult when Phoebe
falls for Ganymede, who is actually
Rosalind in disguise.

All of these romances, mix-ups and family
squabbles make for a rollicking romp
through the forest full of laughter, love
and music. With a soundtrack and musical
numbers featuring songs from the Beatles,
the Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan, Janis
Joplin, the Beach Boys and many others,
this will be quite the trip!
As You Like It is one of Shakespeare’s
most often performed plays, and it’s
easy to see why. The approach of the
‘pastoral idyll’, where characters live
the simple life and find joy in everything,
is heart-warming and enjoyable to all
audiences. The idea that the trappings
of the world are just that, trappings, and
that we can see happiness in something as
simple as the trees or a babbling brook, is
something that speaks to everyone. This
is something that those of us in the Valley
already know, of course!
The main plot point of having a bunch
of singing and dancing friends, all
living simply together in the forest,
immediately gave me visions of
Woodstock and hippie communes in the
60s. It was such an obvious choice to
bring the action of the play forward to
that time.
It’s been fun getting together the
costumes and the sets, but it’s really
been the music that has brought this era
to life. My dad got me into all this music
when I was kid; we would listen to Dylan,
the Beatles, Jethro Tull, Crosby Stills and
Nash, and many others for hours. And it’s
been awesome passing on this great music
to another generation.”
Rachel Stosic, who plays one of
Shakespeare’s most outspoken heroines,
Rosalind said “It’s amazing to play such a
smart, grounded and feminist character
like Rosalind. She is the kind of woman

As You Like It
will be playing in Kangaroo
Valley Hall on Friday May
25 and Saturday May 26 at
6.30 pm.
Ticket prices:
$20 Adults, $15 Students.
Tickets will be available
from the General Store
from May 19.
who would be out at the front of any
protest back in the 60s. What’s even
more amazing is that Shakespeare wrote
this female character - who stands up
for herself, puts men in their place, and
strives for equality - over 400 years ago!”
Sam Montier, who plays the ever
melancholy and acerbic Jacques says of
the dialogue “I feel very lucky to be able
to deliver one of the great monologues
that Shakespeare wrote - ‘All the world’s
a stage’. In rehearsing this speech over
and over again, you can see why it is so
memorable, and I guess why Shakespeare
is still around in general - it speaks to
everybody. Once you get your head
around the language, you see that he is
hitting on themes that are as meaningful
today as they were back then.”
“We did set it in the sixties, but the
political angle lets us take a few shots
a current politics in a fun way. Senator
Frederick for example won the electoral
vote, but not the popular vote, so she
starts kicking people out of the district,”
says Alannah Trestrail, who plays the evil
Senator.
So come along to As You Like It and see
that all the world’s a stage and in the
end, all you need is love.
Brad Turbott
Drama Co-Ordinator
Northolm Grammar School
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NOTICE FROM NSW ROADS AND MARITIME SERVICES

Kangaroo Valley’s Hampden Bridge to be given new lease of life
			
and work on Barrengarry Mountain
Hampden Bridge will temporarily
close to traffic this month for work
to repair the heritage structure and
preserve its features.
Roads and Maritime Services is
carrying out work to ensure the
bridge continues to be a safe
connection for communities along
Moss Vale Road at Kangaroo Valley.
“The Hampden Bridge is arguably
one of the region’s most beautiful
and iconic structures,” a Roads and
Maritime Services spokesperson said.
“The heritage structure has served
the community well, but work
is required to ensure the bridge
continues to meet the needs of all
road users now and in the future.
“Work will be carried out from
Monday 14 to Thursday 17 May,
weather permitting, to replace
timber beams on the bridge, protect
its heritage and maintain the load
limit of up to 42.5 tonnes.
“Work will take place at night to
reduce the impact to the community
but it will require the full closure of
the bridge to ensure the safety of
workers and road users,” said the
Roads and Maritime spokesperson.
“Pedestrian access will be maintained
across the bridge, but there may be
short delays.

Image: Bigstock

“Parking for residents will be
provided on either side of the bridge
for those who return after 6pm or
who have to leave prior to the bridge
reopening at 6am.
Buses will be available to transport
people to their homes or businesses
located within Kangaroo Valley, if
required, between 5pm and 7pm and
also from 5am to 6am.
“Detours for light and heavy vehicles
will be in place via the Illawarra

Hampden Bridge, Kangaroo Valley
Night closures and repair work from Monday 14 May

There are more safety improvements
and slope repairs planned for Moss
Vale Road at Barrengarry Mountain
from Sunday 27th May.
The road will be closed at night for
two weeks from 7pm to 5am from
Sunday to Thursday so work can be
carried out as safely and efficiently as
possible.

The community will be kept
informed with more details closer to
the start of work.

Hampden Bridge will be closed to traffic for up to four nights from Monday 14 May to Thursday 17 May,
between 6pm and 6am.
The road will be closed in both directions to motorists during this work and detours will be in place.
Pedestrian access across the bridge will be maintained however there may be short delays.

If you require further information
please contact our project office on
02) 4222 3217.

If you need your vehicle before 6am, you should park on the side you need to travel before the bridge closes
in the evening.

BLZ140570

Buses will be able to transport residents between the bridge and their homes or businesses in Kangaroo Valley
if required between 5pm and 7pm at the start of the bridge closure and 5am to 6am before the bridge reopens.
Motorists should plan their journey and allow up to 80 minutes additional travel time depending on starting
point and destination.

Motorists should plan their journey
outside of the bridge closure times or
travel via the detour route.

Roads and Maritime recognises the
inconvenience of work carried out on
Moss Vale Road during 2017 and 2018
and thank the community for their
patience.

Roads and Maritime Services

Motorists should detour via Illawarra Highway, Macquarie Pass and Princes Highway.

Highway, Macquarie Pass and Princes
Highway which are expected to add
up to 80 minutes to journeys.

For more information please contact our project office on (02) 4222 3217 or visit
rms.nsw.gov.au/mossvaleroad. For real time traffic and detour information visit LiveTraffic.com or 132 701

Roads and Maritime Services
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New double lines on
Cambewarra Mountain
In late March I sent this email to
Gareth Ward MP:
“Much of Moss Vale Road over
Cambewarra Mountain has just been
resurfaced. Previously there were two
sections, on the Nowra side, which
had broken lines. Now there is an
unbroken double line, so that there is
no longer any opportunity of lawfully
passing a slow truck all the way up the
mountain.
I hope this has been done in error
(as was the case at the top of the
mountain, on the valley side, a couple
of years ago). I’ll be very grateful
if you will contact the RMS with a
request that it be rectified as soon as
possible.”
On 12 April I received this response:
“I have received advice from the
Southern Regional Director, [RMS],
that traffic volumes have increased
along this length of road since the last
review was undertaken more than 5
years ago. RMS are currently reviewing
the required line marking and during
this review the double barrier lines
will remain. The review is expected to
take two weeks.
This review will determine the
appropriate safe layout of line
marking with the aim of balancing
a reduction of crash risk and the
impact on driver travel times. Any
adjustments to the line marking layout
will be planned for installation within
a month after the completion of the
review, subject to suitable weather
conditions.”
I should have thought that sightlines, rather than traffic volumes,
should dictate where it is safe to
permit overtaking. But, as to traffic
volumes, whatever happened to Main
Road 92 which, several years ago,
was predicted to reduce by 75% the
number of heavy vehicles passing
through Kangaroo Valley? I asked this
question of Ann Sudmalis MP last
September, but have yet to receive a
response.
I shall advise Voice readers of the
outcome of the RMS review, if and
when I am advised of it. Meanwhile,
if any of you shares my concern, I
suggest that you take it up directly
with RMS.
Tony Barnett
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Opposition of Mars
As promised, this month I'm going to give
an outline of what to expect with the
upcoming opposition of Mars. Firstly, I'll
explain some of the terminology and also
the mechanics. As the orbit of Mars falls
outside that of the Earth it is known as a
superior planet, even though it's only half
as big as the Earth in diameter and one
tenth of the Earth's mass. The moment
the Earth is directly between the Sun and
a superior planet is known as opposition,
and astronomers can measure this to the
minute.
Mars orbits the Sun every 687 Earth days,
so the Earth goes around approximately
twice for Mars' once. It is important to
note that this is less than exactly twice.
Now we get to the tricky bit. The orbits of
the planets around the Sun are not circles
but ellipses, or slightly oval in shape. The
amount of stretching of the circle into an
ellipse is called the eccentricity. In the
case of the Earth the eccentricity is 0.017
or 1.7%. For Mars this number is .093, a
massive 9.3% or five times as much as that
of Earth. You now need to double those
numbers to work out the closest and
furthest distance in the orbit.

Don't be daunted by the numbers; if you
refer back to this paragraph as you read
on the numbers will still be there and will
become more familiar. What does this
eccentricity mean? Firstly the distance
of Earth from the Sun is 3.3% greater
at the extreme stretch of its orbit,
152,100,000 km at furthest compared
to 147,100,000 km at its closest. In the
case of Mars we have around 18%, so it is
furthest at 249,200,000 km and closest at
206,700,000 km.
The distance at the extremes of these
orbits become critical this year. Each year
Earth passes Mars at a different place
because of the 687 day orbit of Mars. This
point, where Mars is closest to Earth,
and the Sun directly behind, is known as
opposition as I mentioned earlier, and
gradually this point moves along the
orbit of Mars. Over many decades we
eventually arrive at an opposition where
the Earth is furthest from the Sun at the
same time as passing Mars when closest to
the Sun.
This year opposition occurs on 27th July,
and only four days later Mars will be at its
nearest to Earth at only 57.59 million km!
At a distant opposition, when Earth is at
perihelion or closest to the Sun and Mars
at aphelion, this distance can be 102
million km. As you can see from this
schematic of different oppositions
some are more favourable than
others.

(Refer to diagram 1: Oppositions of Mars)
For observers of Mars this opposition will
be a rare treat. In this comparison we
see that Mars can appear tiny when away
over the other side of the Sun and huge
by comparison at a favourable opposition
such as this year.
(Refer to diagram 2: Compartive sizes of
Mars)
In our final diagram we see how the size
of Mars will appear to change in our
telescopes from May to September.
(Refer to diagram 3: Aspects of Mars)
As an aside, the eccentricity of Earth's
orbit has only a minimal effect on the
seasons. It is actually the tilt of the
earth's axis that is the most important to
our weather. Next month I'll explain the
seasons through astronomy, and I'll write
about the weather on Mars as well.
The three beautiful diagrams are all
courtesy of Quasar Publishing and the
Astronomy 2018 Handbook. My friend
Niall MacNeill is already imaging Mars,
and next month there should be space on
these pages to display his latest effort.
Clear skies.

Diagram 1
Oppositions of Mars

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) are
conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo
Valley, Budgong and Illaroo areas for the protection of
the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The baiting is
conducted on various private properties, Council Reserves,
NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown land. In
addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 wild
dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. Therefore, these properties will have
poison on them from today right through to 30th June 2018.
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits
and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the bait station
locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices. Each
property being baited is sign posted with the baiting dates
and which baiting methods are being used. Dog owners are
reminded to ensure their pets do not wander. 1080 is lethal
to domestic dogs and cats.
A map indicating the approximate location of each bait
station is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au. For any
further information please contact Melinda Norton at the
NPWS Illawarra Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on
(02) 4887 8244.
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Diagram 2 (below)
Comparative sizes
of Mars

Diagram 3 (below) Aspects of Mars
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with

Susan Wyndham and Charlotte Woods
The latest in the series of very popular
Berry Conversations was between
Susan Wyndham, until recently literary
editor of the Sydney Morning Herald
and Charlotte Wood, noted Australian
author of five novels and two
collections of reflections.
As well as writing and
contributing to several books,
Susan has also been editor of
Good Weekend, and has served
as the New York correspondent
for The Australian. She is
currently on a writer’s retreat
at Bundanon, where she is
working on another book, her
first novel.
At the time of the Berry Conservations,
Charlotte, described as “one of Australia’s
most original and provocative writers”,
had just returned from China, where she
had been attending an Australian Writers’
Workshop. She spoke there about her
latest novel, The Natural Way of Things,
about sexual harassment, misogyny and
rebellion, but found in that country
being a rebellious, outspoken woman was
extremely dangerous, and that several
women had been jailed and subsequently
banned from travelling, simply from
protesting sexual harassment. “I saw how
lucky we are in this country. You have to
use the freedom you have.”
She later spoke a little about the novel,
a horrifying tale of a group of young
women, all of whom had been sexually
abused at some stage, who were
abducted and taken to a remote location,
where they were imprisoned, sexually
harassed and generally mistreated. She
based her story on a documentary she
had heard about the Hay Institute for
Girls in the 50s and 60s, where similar
degradations and abuses had occurred.
“Every state had these places, children’s
homes that did terrible things. Many
children there had been sexually
molested. Their crime was they told
someone about it. It was a surreal world,
because the reality was insane. It is
unfinished because young girls are still
being punished for speaking out.”
Responding to Susan’s observation that
she had a reputation as being an angry
woman, she replied she didn’t see herself
as being angry, although she knew she
had that reputation. Her anger certainly
comes through in her books.
Susan asked her: “You have had a
detailed, observant, literary voice from
the beginning. Where did it come from?”
Charlotte: “You can hide a lot in poetic
language. In The Natural Way of Things,

Charlotte Woods, photo by Steven Siewert
from berryconversations.org.au

as much beauty as possible is
needed to balance such an ugly
situation.”
Sexual harassment and misogyny
naturally led to discussion of the
‘Me Too’ movement, with both Susan and
Charlotte feeling it may all be happening
too fast. “Public shaming is a weird
energy”, commented Charlotte, with
which Susan agreed, adding that there
has to be a whole attitudinal change.
Both Susan and Charlotte started their
careers as cadet journalists. Whilst
Susan continued in the newspaper
world, Charlotte moved on to a degree
in journalism and creative writing and
began writing novels. Charlotte concluded
with a rather depressing comment
on the international recognition of
Australian writing: “It is regarded as
completely irrelevant. Australia is not
keeping up with countries from Africa
and Asia in being recognised. You’ve got
to be Crocodile Dundee or they’re not
interested.”
The Berry Conversations Group, in
conjunction with the Berry and District
Historical Society, is hosting what should
be a really interesting lecture, entitled
Frankenstein and the Shoalhaven. One
of Australia’s most renowned literary
experts will be talking on the fascinating
connection between Alexander Berry and
Mary Shelley, author of Frankenstein,
as well as with Mary’s mother, Mary
Wollstonecraft, who wrote A Vindication
of the Rights of Woman. Mary Shelley’s
cousin, Elizabeth Wollstonecraft, married
Alexander Berry, and over a period of ten
years she wrote many letters to Elizabeth
and Alexander. These letters are now in
the Mitchell Library.
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman,
written in 1792, was one of the earliest
philosophical, feminist works. The
connection between these two women
and one of the founding fathers of
the Shoalhaven will be an engrossing
follow-on topic from the conversation on
feminism we had in March. You can hear
it at the Berry Uniting Church on 20 May
from 3pm to 5pm.
Jenelle Brangwin

Easter was a busy time at the Church
of the Good Shepherd. Over the Easter
weekend we read from the gospels (the
biographies of Jesus), and were reminded
that, not only did Jesus choose to obey
his father and pay the price for our sins
in our place (that’s why it’s called Good
Friday – it’s good for us), but also Jesus
is now alive! By rising to life three days
later from the tomb, Jesus conquered
death and sin. Because Jesus rose from
the dead, those who trust in Jesus are
‘born again’ to new life as his children.
As well as this message from the Bible,
we held our usual Easter egg hunt from
church. It seems to grow bigger each
year, which is an absolute delight. It’s a
delight for the kids who like chocolate
too we guess!
We held a big ‘preloved goods’ stall on
April 14 to raise funds for scriptures in
our local high schools. The volunteers
raised nearly $1700, which was a great
result.
Recently we took some of our high
school youth to a big combined Christian
youth event held at the Wollongong
Entertainment Centre on a Friday night.
Over 1500 high school students from
across the Illawarra and Shoalhaven were
reminded how good it is to know and trust
in Jesus. They were reminded that when
you know Jesus you are ‘Free to Be’! It
was a great night with a Maccas trip on
the way home to satisfy the KVers’ late
night hunger!
As always, you are all very welcome to
make it down for a service in KV at either
8.30am (a traditional prayer book service)
or 10am (an all ages informal service with
kidschurch).
Best regards,
Andrew Paterson

KV Youth at Free To Be Me Youth Event held at
Wollongong Entertainment Centre
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Terrawah Farm

a conversation with Kirsty Hambrook

The Editor: How long have you been in
the Valley for and how did the idea for
Terrewah Farm develop?
Kirsty Hambrook: We have been in
Kangaroo Valley for a little over four
years, but the idea of Terrewah Farm
came much earlier. Andrew and I have a
background in hospitality management,
specifically in hotels, motels and serviced
apartments, but I’ve secretly always
harboured a love of farming. We wanted
a country lifestyle for our young family
in a place where we could combine
agriculture and tourism. Kangaroo Valley
seemed like the perfect fit.
I completed an immersive two week
permaculture design certificate back in
2012, which gave me the confidence and
motivation to dive into organic growing
despite having no previous experience or
training. I wanted to create an abundant
life on the land, but I also wanted to relearn those homesteading skills that have
been mostly lost to my generation, like
growing food, raising animals, plucking
a chicken, milking a cow, preserving the
harvest. I still can’t sew, but otherwise
I’m getting there!
Ed: What do you offer at Terrewah Farm?
And how can locals support what you
offer?

May 2018

Ed: We saw in the April edition of the KV
Voice some of the boys from Glengarry
came to the Farm. Do you often invite
schools/community groups in and for
what purpose?

KH: I was approached by the Glengarry
team to offer a service learning
opportunity for the students and was
more than happy to oblige. I think it’s
great that these young men are engaging
in community service and
So to answer your
learning to appreciate
question, we
the unexpected rewards
currently offer
that come from helping
My mission is to provide our
fruit, vegetables,
someone in need. But I
community with access to
herbs, eggs,
still couldn’t help but
beef, lamb, pork
local, seasonal, organic and
sneak in a bit of an agroand a range of
ecology lesson while they
ethically raised food in a
locally produced
were here! I think it’s so
way that is convenient and
sauces, pickles
important to educate the
transparent.
and preserves
next generation about
via a weekly
the massive responsibility
online shopping
we have to the earth,
platform, with
to instil in them an understanding of the
a bulk dry goods order once a month.
interconnectedness of the world and how
I send out a weekly newsletter to 118
our actions, whether positive or negative,
local families which has a link to the
have a significant impact.
online shop. Customers order online and
We had a second Glengarry group come
receive their box of goodness on Thursday
through for a tour of the market garden.
afternoons. To join in, locals just
They’re re-invigorating the school
need to send me an email to harvest@
vegetable garden, so we talked about
terrewahfarm.com.au and I’ll add them
plant families, crop rotation, organic
to the newsletter group. Or, they can
inputs, pest management, biodiversity
check out the online shop at
and microbes. I’m certainly no expert yet
www.openfoodnetwork.org.au/terrewahbut I do enjoy sharing my love of growing
farm/shop.
with others.
within the Valley for local processing.
We also offer a full range of organic
and minimally processed dry goods via a
wholesale buying group with Honest to
Goodness, which is based in Alexandria.

“

Other than school groups we usually try to
hold one or two open days or workshops
a year. I think it’s important for people to
know where their food comes from, to see
the farm in action and be able to connect
with the growers who produce their food.
Communication and transparency are
both very important to me.

KH: My mission is to provide our
community with access to local, seasonal,
organic and ethically raised food in a way
that is convenient and transparent. To do
this we grow our own range of organic
vegetables and herbs and supplement
with fruit, vegetables and preserves from
other local producers. We raise pastured
laying hens and buy beef and pork from

Ed: What about your children, what do
they think of the Farm and how are they
involved in the running of it?

HELP ANN SUDMALIS
BUILD OUR BRIDGE
Sign the petition:

buildourbridge.com.au
59 Junction St, Nowra NSW 2541
ann.sudmalis.mp@aph.gov.au

KH: We have one son, Jayden, who is ten
years old. He’s not too keen on farming
but is a born naturalist who seems to have
an affinity with all the bugs and animals
and birds and insects that share this place
with us. He loves exploring, loves the river
and is so lucky to be having one of those
amazing, barefoot, tree-climbing, rockskimming, star-gazing childhoods which
will hopefully stay with him forever.

BUILD
OUR
BRIDGE

4423 1782
annsudmalismp.com.au

Authorised by Ann Sudmalis MP, Liberal Party of Australia, 59 Junction Street, Nowra NSW 2541.

AnnSudmalisMP

Jay with sunflower head
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Ed: What does a typical day/week look
like for the Hambrook family on the Farm?
KH: I’m up at dawn each day and spend
most mornings working in the market
garden. I grow everything from seed,
harvest everything by hand and, as an
organic grower, spend quite a lot of
time weeding. Thursday is our busiest
day, when we harvest, wash, pack and
deliver to all of our
local customers. I like
everything to be picked
fresh for the boxes, but
it does make for a very
long day.
Over the last 12 months
we’ve also added a
70 tree fruit orchard,
a large berry patch
and several windbreak
plantings, as well as rows
of edible hedges and
vines around the market
garden, so there’s been
quite a lot of digging and planting going
on!

Above: Garden facing north, Cristy Froehlich Photography
Left: Kirsty in the sweet potatoes

adults (children are free). Janet Walker
from the Village Green Nursery will talk
to us about all things fruit trees including
establishing an orchard, pruning,
fertilising and organic pest management.
We’ll talk tools and organic amendments
and there’ll be plenty of time to ask
questions too.

Earlier this year, we added a meat
distribution arm to our business, so
I’ve also spent a lot of time recently
working with butchers and farmers and
restaurants and customers to make local
beef, lamb and pork a reality.

Andrew fencing

Sheep grazing, Cristy Froehlich Photography

when they suddenly stop for no apparent
reason, he plugs leaks that threaten to
empty our dam and is the general go-to
man for anything infrastructure. He is also
in charge of the chickens, so can often be
found collecting, grading, stamping and
packing eggs, moving the chicken caravan
and swearing at the cows that have
broken yet another electric fence.
Ed: What can we expect in the next 12-24
months from Terrewah Farm?

Truffle with sheep, Cristy Froehlich
Photography

In the afternoons I may be rotating the
cows and sheep to fresh pasture or refilling
our portable stock watering system. I
also use the afternoons to administer
the online farm shop, liaise with other
growers, write the weekly newsletter,
collate orders and attend to accounts.
Andrew spends an inordinate amount of
time building fences and fixing things
around the farm that either I or the
cows have broken. He makes things work

KH: The next 12-24 months are going
to be huge for Terrewah Farm. Within
that time we plan to build our tourist
accommodation, add a commercial
kitchen for processing garden produce,
fit out a farm gate shop and create a
learning space for workshops and classes.
There is a very good chance we may not
sleep at all.
Ed: I understand you are running an onfarm workshop on the 19th May, can you
tell us more about what that is about and
whether it is open to anyone.
KH: Yes, our fruit tree workshop is on
Saturday 19th May from 10am and is open
to everyone. The cost will be $15 for

After the workshop we’ll be holding a
farmer’s table lunch for those who’d like
to linger a little longer. Places are limited
and tickets are essential. Guests will
be treated to a hearty farmhouse soup,
crusty bread, slow cooked local pork,
and a range of freshly prepared sides and
salads. All of the produce will be locally
sourced and organic where possible. BYO
wine or beer. The cost for the Farmer’s
Table Lunch and Fruit Tree Workshop
combined will be $50 per person.
Tickets for both the fruit tree workshop
and the Farmer’s Table Lunch are on
sale now at http://www.eventbee.com/
event?eid=146766612 or head to the
Terrewah Farm website or facebook page
where there will also be a link.
All profits from the fruit tree workshop
and the farmers table lunch will go
directly to charity. In March 2019 Jayden
and I are embarking on a very special trek
together through the remote Sapa Valley
of northern Vietnam to raise money for
Oxfam Australia’s life-changing initiatives.
We’ll hike roughly 100km to see firsthand how the economic empowerment
of women is helping to break the cycle
of poverty in these remote and underresourced communities. We’ll stay in local
homes, meet the local people and find
out what everyday life is really like in this
breathtakingly beautiful but desperately
poor part of the world. If you’d like to
support us on this quest, please join our
fruit tree workshop in May or support
one of our other upcoming fundraising
activities later in the year.
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts!
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We finished with some seated poses,
sitting comfortably, eyes closed, doing
some simple breathing exercises. When
you sit erect you become calm. The
breathing focusses the mind.

The right yoga for the right
situation
Recently I held a yoga session for
the senior leadership team of a large
corporation. I do this every year when
they hold their annual workshop in
Kangaroo Valley. They are busy people
with a very full timetable and they
can only spare 40 minutes for an early
morning yoga session. This might not
seem much time to do anything, but we
certainly did something!
Most of the group didn’t practice yoga,
and overall they were stiff and with the
neck, back and shoulder problems that
come from long hours at a desk in front
of a computer. I didn’t attempt to ‘teach’
them yoga - my job was to make them
feel physically refreshed and mentally
sharp for their weekend.
We started with a restful forward bend,
Adho Much Virasana. The forehead is
supported and it is a quietening pose.
Then some Downward Dogs, stretching
the spine, the arms and the legs. The
head is down which brings blood to
stimulate the brain. Next some standing
poses done dynamically, opening joints
and stretching muscles. Then some seated
twists, which are great for releasing
tension in the neck and shoulders and also
for calming the nervous system. These are
all poses that everyone can do.
Adho Mukha Virasana
- forward bend

Bharadvajas - simple seated twist

If we had finished lying out in Savasana,
which is how most yoga classes end, the
group would have become very quiet
and withdrawn, and this is not what was
required. They needed to be mentally
alert and invigorated, and with the
correct yoga poses; they were.
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the bride has not done yoga before, but
even a simple series of poses will help to
calm her nerves and relax her physically.
There is a story famous in yoga circles of
an international sports team with its own
yoga teacher (not an Iyengar teacher).
Before a very important match, the yoga
teacher conducted a yoga session with the
players. They finished with a long, deeply
quietening Savasana. The players then
strolled out on to the field, very relaxed
and mellow, to face their opponents and to lose! The final Savasana was the
wrong pose. It made the players too
quiet and relaxed; they needed dynamic,
invigorating poses to make them sharp
and focussed on winning.
Yoga can be a wonderful aid, but it must
be the right poses for the right situation.

Triva Questions:(answers on page 35)
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

1) Anthony Stark is the real name of
which fictional superhero?
Savasana - relaxation

There are many such times when yoga
can really help. Another example would
be when HSC students feel dull and tired
after school but need to go home and
put in some long hours studying. There
are dynamic yoga sequences they can do,
rolling, moving forwards and backwards,
bringing blood to the brain, that can
really help. After 20 minutes of yoga, the
students feel invigorated and refreshed
and ready for work.
I often run yoga sessions with brides on
the morning of their wedding. Sometimes

YOGA IN THE VALLEY
ROSE ANDREWS
Certified Iyengar Yoga Teacher

Over 24 years practicing and more than 12 years teaching experience
• Become fit and flexible
• Increase strength and mobility
• Anti-aging
• Improve your overall health; emotional and physical
Classes available Tuesday 6pm and Thursday 9am and 6pm
P: (02) 4465 1364 | E: bowralyoga@gmail.com |
FB: Bowral & Kangaroo Valley Yoga

2) Who was the mother of King Edward
VI of England?
3) Excluding the centre square, how
many Double Word squares are there on
a standard Scrabble board?
4) Dupion, Habotai and Noil are all
types of which fabric?		
5) A Sachertorte is a type of chocolate
cake which originated in which
country?
6) Late US singer/songwriter Jiles Perry
Richardson Jr, born October 1930, was
better known by what name?
7) In the novel ‘Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland’ by Lewis Carroll, which
birds are used as croquet mallets?
8) The disease bovine spongiform
encephalopathy is commonly known by
what name?
9) Which Muppet from the television
series shares a name with a former US
President?
10) Holden Caulfield is the antihero in
which novel by J D Salinger?
11) The name of which element comes
from the Greek word for sun?
12 The words of Beethoven’s 9th
Symphony (The Choral) were taken
from which poem by Friedrich Schiller?
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Apple Cider Vinegar
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by Dr Rosemary Stanton,
OAM, Nutritionist

Not surprisingly, this depressed their
appetite, with the least palatable vinegar
drink having the greatest effect. So they
ate less!
Others claim taking apple cider vinegar
with meals will help digest proteins faster
and therefore generate higher levels of
growth hormone. They then claim this will
break down more fat cells. If only weight
loss was so easy! Unfortunately, there’s
no evidence to support such ideas.

In my role as a Visiting Fellow, School of
Medical Sciences, University of New South
Wales, I write fairly regularly for the
Conversation website. I also appeared on
The Checkout on ABC television discussing
apple cider vinegar. In response to a
request to discuss this in the Voice, here
is much of what I’ve been saying recently.
What goes into apple cider vinegar?
Apple cider vinegar is made by chopping
apples, covering them with water and
leaving them at room temperature until
the natural sugars from the apple ferment
and form ethanol. Bacteria then convert
this alcohol into acetic acid.
Strands of a ‘mother’ will form in the
cider. These are strained out of many
products but left in others, and are often
the target of health claims. The ‘mother’
can also be used to start the production
of the next batch of cider.
What will cider vinegar do for us?
Folk medicine has favoured apple cider
vinegar for centuries and many claims are
made for its supposed benefits.
But will apple cider vinegar really help
you lose weight, fight heart disease,
control blood sugar and prevent cancer?
And what about claims it’s rich in
enzymes and nutrients such as potassium?
Let’s take a look.
Weight loss
The evidence that apple cider vinegar
helps fight fat is weak.
A short-term study in Japan added two
daily drinks of 15mL of apple cider
vinegar mixed with 250mL of water to the
usual diet of overweight men and women.
Their weight fell by about one kilogram
over 12 weeks, but returned to their usual
levels within four weeks.
According to a UK study, it’s possible that
vinegar can suppress the appetite. When
offered either a pleasant-tasting vinegar
drink, one that was less palatable, or a
non-vinegar drink with their breakfast,
volunteers who downed either of the
vinegar drinks felt slightly nauseated.

Claims that pectin – a type of viscous
dietary fibre – in cider vinegar will help
weight loss by making you feel full for
longer ignore the fact that the pectin in
apples is not found in apple cider vinegar.
Heart disease
Once again, some websites claim that
it’s the pectin in cider vinegar that
supposedly benefits heart disease, with
claims it “attracts bad LDL cholesterol”.
However, the Japanese study referred to
for weight loss found no difference in LDL
cholesterol with either a low or higher
amount of cider vinegar over a 12-week
period.
Others claim that cider vinegar “works
like a broom to clean toxic wastes out of
the arteries”. Sadly, there’s no evidence
for that one either.
Blood sugar and diabetes
Several studies have reported on the
effects cider vinegar can have on blood
glucose levels. One small study of healthy
volunteers found that adding vinegar to
a meal reduced glucose and insulin levels
- at least for 45 minutes – and increased
satiety for up to two hours.
Another small study of people with type
2 diabetes reported adding vinegar to
a high carbohydrate meal reduced the
subsequent rise in the blood glucose
level.
However, this effect was only apparent
for a high glycaemic index carbohydrate,
such as mashed potatoes. When the
carbohydrates came from a lower GI food
such as wholegrain bread, the vinegar had
no effect.
A word of warning for those with type 1
diabetes who also have damage to the
vagus nerve (a common co-problem):
when taking apple cider vinegar in water
before a carbohydrate-rich meal, the
delay in the stomach contents passing to
the small intestine may alter the quantity
of insulin so the usual daily injection may
be inappropriate.
Other claims
• Claims are also made for allergies,
acne, arthritis, hiccups and leg 		
cramps. There is no evidence that
apple cider vinegar prevents or 		

cures any of these conditions.
• Nor is there evidence from any 		
studies that cider vinegar has benefits
for preventing or curing cancer.
Unproven cancer cures can waste
valuable time in seeking reliable
treatments.
• Some sites promoting unrefined 		
cider vinegar claim it’s a good source
of potassium. We certainly need
potassium to help regulate the balance
of water and acidity in the blood. But
with apple cider manufacturers
declaring that 15mL of apple
cider vinegar has just 11 milligrams
of potassium, even with their 		
recommendation for two serves a
day, it’s a negligible source. 		
The recommended dietary intake of
potassium is 2,800 mg/day for 		
women and 3,800 mg/day for men. For
comparison, one banana has around
400 mg. In Australia, products cannot
claim to be a source of any nutrient
unless a reasonable daily intake
provides at least 10% of the 		
recommended daily intake (RDI). A
‘good source’ must have 25% of the
RDI.
• There is also no evidence to support
the idea that apple cider vinegar
makes it easier to absorb calcium.
Problems
Drinking apple cider vinegar ‘neat’ can
damage the throat and the oesophagus.
And even if you dilute it, any kind of
vinegar is acidic and can do major
damage to tooth enamel. (Note: lemon
juice has the same disastrous effect on
teeth.)
So is it worth taking?
On the good side, like all vinegars, it has
virtually no kilojoules and, mixed with
extra virgin olive oil, makes an excellent
salad dressing. It certainly has a place in
my pantry for this purpose. It’s also great
for attracting those pesky little vinegar
flies that hover round the fruit bowl in
hot weather.
https://theconversation.com/is-applecider-vinegar-really-a-wonder-food-86551.
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The Valley sings - 2018
Following the great success of the 2017
Choral Workshop, Arts in the Valley is
again hosting its choral weekend in 2018.
The date of this year’s event is 21st and
22nd July, from 10am to 4pm each day.
Last year’s event was enjoyed by over
100 singers from Kangaroo Valley, Berry,
Nowra and the Southern Highlands. In
a survey of the participants in the 2017
workshop, the majority of respondents
asked that it be repeated as soon as
possible.
Conductor Sam Allchurch will once again
be directing the 2018 workshop, with
Illawarra pianist Bethany Morris providing
piano accompaniment. Sydney-based Sam
Allchurch is the conductor of the Sydney
Chamber Choir, and assistant conduc-tor
of Gondwana Voices.
The venue for the 2018 workshop will
once again be Kangaroo Valley Hall.
The purpose of the choral workshop is
to give local and regional choristers an
opportunity to study with an outstanding
professional conductor and to sharpen
their music reading and performing skills
through two days of intensive singing.
The workshop also offers choristers the
chance to socialise with other musiclovers and to meet new people around a
shared interest in choral music.

A number of local choirs have already
indicated that they will be attending
again this year, including Serendipity,
Bun-danoon Sings, Exeter Sings, Lydian
Singers, Cantares and Katandra. Many
of last year’s participants attended as
individuals and not as a member of a
choir and we are hoping that, once again,
a large number of local individual singers
will want to be part of the event. We
are particularly keen to hear from male
singers, as there is always a shortage
of tenors and basses to balance out the
sound.

of singing were recognised even way back
in the Renaissance. Singing (particularly
in a group) liberates the spirit and is an
antidote against the vexations of life.

Repertoire will be chosen by conductor
Sam Allchurch and myself and will be
distributed as pdf files to all participants
who register for the event. The cost
of registration includes the two-day
workshop, morning and afternoon teas
and lunch on Sunday 22nd.

			

The photograph that I’ve included with
this article was too charming to resist.
Maybe someone will recognise a great
grandparent (or even a great-great
grandparent). The quotation from Miguel
de Cervantes that has been added at the
bottom tells us that the health benefits

The Valley Sings!

This year, once again, the Choral
Workshop will conclude with a free public
concert in which our singers will show
their audience what they have achieved
over the two-day event.
Register at www.artsinthevalley.net.au.
On behalf of Arts in the Valley I look
forward to welcoming you to the 2018
Choral Workshop.
Robert Constable

He who sings scares away his woes. Miguel de
Cervantes 1547-1616

Conductor Sam Allchurch
will lead choristers at the
Arts in the Valley Choral Workshop
Kangaroo Valley Hall
Saturday 21 & 22 Sunday July, 2018
Free public performance, 3pm 22 July
Choirs & individual singers welcome.
Register at:

artsinthevalley.net.au

arts in the valley
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April call-outs
We had a total of four call-outs over
the last month with the continued run
of false alarms for smoke sightings
continuing with three of these calls for
either smoke sightings or smell of smoke.
Unfortunately, these false alarm calls
mean volunteer members either have to
leave their family or workplace and give
up their own and family time and perhaps
money/wages to attend.
Please only report unattended fires to
Triple Zero (000).
The remaining call was to a car
fire on Kangaroo valley Road, Berry
Mountain where we were called along
with Beaumont Brigade to assist with
extinguishing this 4WD that suffered
extensive damage. This was an excellent
opportunity for Chloe Riley to try out her
skills utilising the breathing apparatus
(CABA) gear in which she has been
fairly recently qualified, and she was
able to work with Ron Baard who is an
experienced Fire Rescue member to share
some practical knowledge.

Chloe and Ron cooling down the car

Gary after lighting up HR

The brigade also supplied crews and two
Cat 7s to assist Avoca RFS with a 20ha
hazard reduction at Fitzroy Falls, which is
preliminary work for a much larger burn
to be carried out on Redhills Road. KV has
been promoting this closer relationship
with our neighbouring brigades even
though they are in a different fire zone to
the Shoalhaven, but we are often called
upon to work together.
At the time of writing the last article
we had despatched a crew as part of a
Shoalhaven strike team to assist with the
destructive fire at Tathra which destroyed
a large number of houses. The crew
was very busy for three days on the fire
ground blacking out smouldering fires and
reignition of damaged houses around the
town area, as well as locating and dealing
with dangerous fire-damaged trees.
There was a number of areas identified
as possible asbestos contamination from
destroyed houses, which presented
challenges to safely work in these areas.
Much of this time involved working
closely with residents who had suffered

LINCOLN CONSTRUCTIONS
KANGAROO VALLEY BUILDING
Lincoln O’Toole
Builder
lincolnotoole@icloud.com

11 Cullen Cres
Kangaroo Valley

0414 551 648

Mike and Logan at Avoca

extensive losses, which at times could be
very confronting, and our presence was
to help reassure them that the area was
being made safe; also with the extensive
media coverage our professionalism was
on constant display, so no mess ups!
News
Well the big news is that the station
extensions that have been in planning for
several years have finally come to fruition
and work is starting. Good news is that
this work is also being carried out by local
KV construction company Preston and
Sons. This work will see the addition of a
fourth truck bay that is purpose-built to
house our large Cat 1 tanker, which has
always been a tight fit into the existing
shed, and the low roller door clearance
has caused damage to radio aerials which
are essential for our communications.
The extensions will also allow for the
addition of shower and toilets as well
as extension to the meeting room and
workshop/storage rooms. The station will
be closed over the construction phase
but the trucks will be housed elsewhere
around the valley in several locations,
so response times and availability for
fire calls will not be affected. Please
note that the station landline will not
be monitored over this time and any fire
calls should be made direct to 000.
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Fire Permits
The Bush Fire Danger Period is officially
over and therefore permits are no longer
required. However, if you are intending
to have a fire you must give the RFS and
your neighbours 24 hours’ notice prior
to burning. You can contact the office in
Nowra Monday - Friday between 8am and
5pm on 4424 4424, we can then register
your information with your intention to
burn.
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Also we have four members - Jamie,
Greg, Logan and Gary - who have started
their crew leader training, which is one of
the most extensive and detailed training
courses offered through the RFS. At the
completion of this they will be able to
lead crews on a truck which comes with a
lot of responsibility.
				

Dusty Smart

Training

The view across Tathra

In the attached photos the HR members
can be seen wearing the new full face
smoke masks of which we have recently
purchased a number to have on our trucks
with funds donated from Origin Energy
and also community donations. These
provide protection from the smoke for
eyes and airways and are a great asset
when working in smoky conditions, for
crew safety, and they enable crews to
work in conditions that would normally
leave them choking from smoke and sore
eyes.

The brigade is fortunate in that we
have another chainsaw operator, Jamie
Salkeld, who has now been certified as an
intermediate faller which enhances our
capabilities in this area.

Above: South east view of station renovations
Below: South east view of renovations without
toilet block

Thanks for these generous donations and
we are happy to be able to show that
these go towards valuable assets for the
brigade.

The 2018
Dame Mary Gilmore Orator

Professor Gillian Triggs
Former President –

Australian Human Rights Commission
6.30pm Saturday 2 June 2018
Bomaderry Bowling Club
Meroo Road Bomaderry NSW
Dinner & Oration
Waged - $90 Unwaged - $80

Book - www.trybooking.com/UYWT

This is a fundraising event for the Fiona Phillips for Gilmore election campaign
Authorised by Gwen Price Australian Labor Party 17 Firman Glen, St Georges Basin 2540
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Our Floss, a royal
sweetheart
Our Jersey
sweetheart Floss
performed beyond
our dreams at Sydney Royal Easter Show
in arguably the strongest class of the
show. She placed 2nd in her age of five
year old milking cows.
The cow that beat her was crowned
the Supreme cow for all breeds later in
the day, a feat that she has pulled off
at Sydney Royal Show for the last 3 yrs
in a row. Never before in the history
of Sydney Royal has that happened, so
competition was tough.
Floss has returned home from the show
and is enjoying a much needed rest. Far
from the lime light, she is now settling
back into farm life and will continue to
produce that rich top quality milk you
get from Dairy Farmers branded milk.
Top effort Floss and you certainly are a
sweetheart.
Graeme Cochrane

Painting,

Decorator/ Plastering
Painting and Decorator | Plastering
No job too big or small

20 years experience
Adam Dunn

0423 461 275

adamdunny@hotmail.com
Licence 216962C
ABN 39441241846
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world premiere of a new piece, Valley
Spirit, for cello and piano that was
commissioned by Arts in the Valley’s
Artistic Director, Belinda Webster.

On the first weekend of this month Arts
in the Valley is presenting two very
special concerts. On Saturday 5 May at
5pm we are presenting two of Australia’s
greatest jazz musicians in duet for the
first time. Saxophonist Sandy Evans will
join pianist Paul Grabowsky for what
promises to be a magnificent evening of
improvisation.
On Sunday 6 May at 11.30am we will
be hearing a concert of chamber music
featuring the cello by Ross Edwards.
Some of our finest musicians will be
here to play this music, including cellist
David Pereira and pianist Tamara-Anna
Cislowska. The program includes the

As some of our audience will be
unfamiliar with Ross’ music, we’ve
asked our patron Peter Thompson to
start proceedings by interviewing Ross
Edwards as a pre-concert talk. Ross
is an engaging and humble person,
and hearing him talk about his work
before the concert will make the
experience much more interesting for
our audience. Peter Thompson has
had years of experience on radio and
television talking to interesting people.
For more information check out our
website at www.artsinthevalley.net.au.
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Answers to Trivia questions on
page 26
1.

Iron Man

2.

Jane Seymour

3.

16

4.

Silk

5.

Austria

6.

The Big Bopper

7.

Flamingos

8.

Mad Cow Disease

9.

Grover

						 10. Catcher in the Rye
			
Belinda Webster
11. Helium
12. Ode to Joy

Contributing to the

June Voice?
Deadline for articles: 20th May
Deadline for Ads: 15th May
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 to book your space.

Please note, submissions received after
the published deadline may miss the
opportunity to be published.
Ross Edwards

Peter Thompson

m.au
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Exquisite Opportunity

Enter another world!

24 Tree Fern Road,
Upper Kangaroo Valley

Address and price
on application

$1,890,000

This rare and highly desirable acreage has
sweeping views of the dramatic escarpments in
many directions from the totally private elevated plateau. One of the last truly beautiful large
parcels of vacant land suitable for building your
dream home. Located in the super premium Upper Kangaroo River precinct it has a small frontage to both the Kangaroo River and Gerringong
Creek and ranges from the elevated high ground
down to rich creek flats.

Mark Stewart

Graeme Smith

Mark Stewart

Graeme Smith

Principal - Sales

Licensee - Sales

Principal - Sales

Licensee - Sales

www.oneagency.com.au

cy_countryliving

Just two hours from Sydney and situated on 200
acres in an exclusive valley that provides a natural amphitheatre, this luxury estate has been
built without compromise. Fully self-sufficient,
the large main residence, guest wing and separate manager’s cottage or studio provide a lifestyle that dreams are made of.
This private rural estate is one of the region’s
most exclusive properties.
From the selection of land, planning, and positioning through to the highest standards of building excellence this unique and captivating property sets itself as one of the south coasts most
outstanding estates.

P I 4465 1996

countryliving@oneagency.com.au

One Agency — Country Living

Find us on:

www.oneagency.com.au

oneagency_countryliving

P I 4465 1996

One Agency — Country Living
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So Many Possibilities

Get into Kangaroo Valley

2 Old Bendeela Road, Kangaroo Valley

8/156a Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley

$470,000 - $485,000

$1,475,000
This perfectly presented and maintained small acreage
property offers so many lifestyle possibilities.
The large 5 bedroom 2.5 bathroom home has wrap
around verandahs and could suit Bed and Breakfast
accommodation (STCA), a large family or just plenty
room for friends or extended family visits.
Huge artists studio, stunning pool with the deck looking
toward a blissful mountain vista, substantial aviaries,
town water supply &double garage complete with
plumbing.
Beautifully built and maintained to the highest standard
this could be your perfect escape to the country.

This beautifully presented 3 bedroom townhouse is your
chance to enter the Kangaroo Valley market.
The master bedroom features ensuite and walk through
robe ceiling fan and delightful outlook. Refurbished
kitchen and practical tiled living space mean you have
time to relax and enjoy life.
Delightful wrap around verandahs provides that country
feel and allow you to enjoy the outdoors in any weather.
This is the best value we have seen in Kangaroo Valley
for a long time so book an inspection today and start
living the dream.

Lifestyle & Business
Opportunity

Acres of potential
168 BTU Road, Nowra Hill

261a Mount Scanzi Road

$965,000
Expressions of Interest
Capitalise on the location and popularity of the existing
successful business rights or make your own enterprise
with Luxury Living.
Nestled against the breathtaking Kangaroo Valley Red
Rock escarpment, this impressive architect designed
ECO property is a world apart.
This is a rare opportunity for those looking to escape to
paradise whilst being able to capitalise on your investment and options into the future for the perfect lifestyle
and business balance.

Situated just minutes from the Nowra CBD and under 10
minutes to the shores of Jervis Bay this superb 6.5 acre
(Approx) property is perfect for those looking for a great
rural lifestyle close to town.
Huge shed - with 140m2 under the main roof (7m x
21m) and a 3-metre height clearance. Town water is
also a feature of this property with established pastured
paddocks.

Mark Stewart
Mark Stewart

Principal
- Sales
Principal - Sales
countryliving@oneagency.com.au
www.oneagency.com.au
countryliving@oneagency.com.au
www.oneagency.com.au

Find us on:

Find us on:

oneagency_countryliving

oneagency_countryliving

Graeme Smith

Graeme Smith

Licensee -Licensee
Sales

P I 4465
P1996
I 4465

One Agency — Country Living

1996

One Agency — Country Living

- Sales
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Sports Report
Golf Club
There was an extremely heavy fog when
we teed off for the March Medal and
stroke round on Saturday 24th March.
It was unexpected for that time of the
year, so we all had to rely on our course
knowledge to ensure we were hitting in
the right direction and with the correct
club. As you golfers would know, the ball
doesn’t go as far when hitting through a
fog as it does on a fine day. Despite the
conditions Steve Atkins played below
his handicap and had comfortable win
in, both, the Medal and Stroke comps,
finishing with a net 71. Allan Harvey was
second with a net 74 with George Tarby in
third spot with a net 77.
We were very fortunate to have such good
weather over the Easter weekend and,
as we do each year, held a Stableford
competition every day as well as a comp
for the best aggregate score from any two
competitions played over the weekend.
On Good Friday the first two places
were filled by visitors. Matthew Clayton
was first with 37 points, Nicholas Lloyd
was second with 36 points and Natalie
McDonnell finished third with 33.
There was a large field for the Saturday
comp, so separate ones were conducted
for the ladies and men. The Ladies’ was
won by Suzie Wright with 35 points,
beating Rachell Underwood, on a
countback, also with 35 points, and Di
Buckley finished third scoring 31 points.
The Men’s was won by John Seyffer with
37 points, with Steve Atkins beating Craig
Riethmuller, both finishing with 36 points,
on the countback.
There were also sufficient starters on
Easter Sunday again to hold two comps
again. Mark Grant had a great round
of 39 points, which gave him a very

Allan Harvey trusting his course knowledge

comfortable win in the Men’s event.
Charles Tarby was send with 33 points
and Steve Atkins third with 31. Veronica
Newman won the Ladies’ on a countback
with Natalie McDonnell second, both
scoring 35 points, and Suzie Wright
finished third with 30.
Robbie McDonnell won the Monday comp
with 34 points, Steve Atkins was second,
beating Charles Tarby on a countback,
both scoring 33 points.
The best aggregate score for two rounds
over the weekend, 71 points, was scored
by Mark Grant. Steve Atkins finished
second with a 69 aggregate and Natalie
Mcdonnell was third, on a countback, with
68 points. Robbie McDonnell was fourth,
also with a 68 aggregate. It could have
been an interesting “if only” conversation
over lunch.
On Saturday 7th April, due to a number
of visitors, another good number of
players registered for the Stableford
competition and they filled the first four
places. Adam Frazer won with 36 points,
Matthew Tomkins was second with 35
points and Mitchell Hewson was third with
32 points, beating Dominic Allenspach on
a countback.
Due to the extremely strong winds, the
great golfing weather came abruptly to
and end on Friday 13th April, and the
winds continued during the next day when
we held our monthly Par competition.
The top four places were decided on a
countback, as each player finished square
with the card. Peter Dumbrell was first,
David Castles was second, Philip Crowe
was third and Chris Lehane was fourth.
The minor place getters were visitors.
Until next time,
Seventy Plus

Bowls
This report covers matches of relevance
to Kangaroo Valley residents during the
period from 19 March to 18 April 2018.
In round five of the Men’s Pennant
competition held on 24 March Berry’s
Grade 2 team, despite winning two of
the three games, went down to MiltonUlladulla 61 to 58, resulting in Berry
receiving two points and Milton-Ulladulla
receiving eight points. Berry’s Grade 6
team won one game against Ex-Servos,
but the score of 67 to 54 resulted in
Berry receiving one point and Ex-Servos
receiving nine points.
The delayed final of the 2017 Triangular
Cup was played in blustery conditions at
Gerringong on 28 March. Gerringong won
the 2017 series and Shoalhaven Heads
beat Berry by one shot to take second
place. Notwithstanding the results,
this was a great series which everyone
enjoyed immensely.
Numbers were down at Social Bowls
on 31 March due to the Easter break.
Nonetheless a triples game was played
between Peter Haddon, Lindsay
McNamara and Barry Dunn against Brian
Vickery, “Jingles” Chittick and Derek
Raymond. Despite being tied at the 17th
end, Brian, Jingles and Derek pulled away
in the closing stages to win the game by
six shots.
In the semi-final of the Major Pairs
Championship David Badger and Adam
Rigney were defeated 20 to 18 by Ben
Watson and Paul Bezant.
Social Bowls on 4 April saw a return
to good numbers. After picking up 13
points over the last four ends, the
team of Russell Tulloch, David Lambert
and David Badger were victorious over
Lindsay McNamara, “Jingles” Chittick
and Terry Hayes. Arch MacKinnon and
“Tige” Lidbetter, aided by Bob Dunn as
a swinging second, were behind on the
second last end but managed to defeat
Brian Vickery and Nick Nicholls (aided
by Bob Dunn as a swinging second) by
scoring four points on the final end. Peter
Haddon and Derek Raymond also scored
four points on the final end to draw their
match against Barry Dunn and Laurie
Watson. The game was awarded to Barry
and Laurie on a countback. Brian Povey
and Col Good scored six points over the
last two ends to win their match against
Tom Froggatt and David Armstrong.
Rounds six and seven of the Men’s
Pennant competition were held on 7 and
8 April respectively. On Saturday Berry’s
Grade 2 team went down to Nowra 72 to
52 but, as they were able to draw one
game, the point score was nine and a half
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Sports Report
points to Nowra and half a point to Berry.
The Grade 6 team defeated St Georges
Basin 78 to 35 and received all ten points.
On Sunday the Grade 2 team went down
to Lake Conjola 72 to 51, resulting in
nine points going to Lake Conjola and
one point going to Berry. In the upset of
the season the Grade 6 team defeated
the competition leaders Ex-Servos. Col
Good’s team, including Barry Dunn, Peter
Webb and Rob Folkard, won their game
by a significant margin which was enough
to give Berry a winning score of 57 to 56
despite losing the other two games. The
end result was that Berry received eight
points and Ex-Servos received two points.
Whilst Ex-Servos have an unassailable lead
in the competition, it was nevertheless
very pleasing to beat them on this
occasion.
In their social match on 11 April Rob
Folkard, David Lambert and Terry Hayes
got off to a flying start against Peter
Webb, “Tige” Lidbetter and Col Good.
Despite a determined comeback by Peter,
Tige and Col, the match eventually went
to Rob, David and Terry. In a Major Singles
match Adam Rigney defeated Lindsay
McNamara.
On 14 April the Berry Grade 6 team
travelled to St Georges Basin for round
8 of the Pennants competition. After the
previous week’s victories hopes were
high, but unfortunately we were greeted
with gale-force wind and we were unable
to adjust to the conditions. Whilst full
results are not yet to hand, I can say that
St Georges Basin received all ten points.
Full details of the results for both the
Grade 6s and Grade 2s will be included in
the May Report.
The first round of the 2018 Triangular
Cup was held at Berry on 18 April in ideal
conditions. The competition was strong,
all games were played in a great spirit
and a great time was had by all. After
the first round Gerringong are leading the
competition, Shoalhaven Heads are in
second place and Berry are running third
at this stage.

Berry Grade 4 Section Winners 2018: Marjorie Wilkie, Gillian Portener, Jane Haddon, Deb Folkard,
Ruth Willdig, Enid Hall, Maya McGrath and Anna Stewart

victory and a score of 41 to 38, giving
them a further four points.
The Berry Ladies Grade 4 team were the
overall winners of their section, and had
to play off against Sussex Inlet Yellow
for the Pennant and to see which team
would represent the district at the State
Pennant competition. The game was
held at Ex-Servos on 17 April. The team
comprising Marj Wilkie, Maya McGrath,
Enid Hall and Anna Stewart won their
game. In the other game the team of
Ruth Willdig, Gillian Portener, Deb Folkard
and Jane Haddon lost their game despite
putting up a valiant fight and being within
two points on the overall point score on
end 17. Sadly the overall result was that
Sussex Inlet Yellow won the match 53 to
43. Congratulations ladies on a wonderful
Pennant season.

In the final round of the Grade 5 Pennant
competition the team comprising Gayle
Rudd, June Holdaway, Bernice Dobson
and Denise Prentice played MiltonUlladulla on 10 April. This was a tough
game with the score being level on at
least three occasions during the match.
Unfortunately Milton-Ulladulla went on
to win the match. It is worth noting that,
due to the absence of a number of regular
players, Gayle Rudd was brought in to
the team for the final game. Gayle is a
new bowler and this was her first Pennant
game. She played very well and I hope
that she will be a regular next year. The
Grade 5 team ended up in third position.
Congratulations ladies.
						
				
Rob Folkard

Bob Dunn has progressed to the second
round of the Major Singles competition
after winning his game with “Skippy”
Chittick on 15 April with a score of 32 to
27.
In the Ladies Pennant competition Berry’s
Grade 4 team defeated Sussex Inlet 56 to
28 on 22 March, resulting in four points to
Berry and one point to Sussex Inlet. On 27
March they were defeated by Culburra 35
to 33, resulting in one point to Berry and
four points to Culburra. In the final round
they travelled to Milton-Ulladulla on 10
April and came away with a hard fought

PLEASE NOTE
The Practice for Dr Keir will be closed from Monday 28th May 2018 and
re-open Monday 4th June 2018
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Elcho Island fundraiser a resounding success
It was a beautiful balmy evening, perhaps
a little too balmy for mid-autumn, but
perfect for enjoying some fabulous
entertainment outdoors in the lovely
setting of Jo Keane and Allan Stone’s
home on Glenmurray Road. On Saturday
7th April over 100 people gathered to
share delicious food and listen to some
great live music and poetry recitals to
help raise money, in fact $3,549, for the
budding young musicians of Elcho Island.
As many of you will have read in the
February Voice, Josh Gorman, who grew
up in Kangaroo Valley, is currently living in
Galiwin’ku, the main community on Elcho
Island, off the coast of North-East Arnhem
Land, with his partner Josie Wright. He
has the great privilege to be working
as the music teacher at Shepherdson
College, the island’s kindergarten to Year
12 community school.
Music is an integral part of Yolngu culture.
From traditional ceremonial song and
dance to jamming with the band at ‘Sport
and Rec’ and the exuberance of the Friday
night disco, music delights and deeply
engages the young people and children
here. Elcho Island is home to some
very talented musicians including Djalu
Gurruwiwi, the world renowned yidaki or
didgeridoo maker and player, the great
Australian bands Yothu Yindi and Saltwater
and the hauntingly beautiful guitarist and
singer, the late Dr G. Yunupingu.

Allan Stone and Peter Swain give a moving
performance

Allan called on his many friends to
help with the entertainment, and the
call was generously answered by some
wonderful local and Sydney entertainers
who delighted their audience. It was
especially poignant that Josh’s own first
guitar teacher, Kangaroo Valley’s Jeremy
Butterworth, a wonderful friend and
mentor to Josh over many years, was
amongst those who donated their time
and talent to the cause.
It was very special to have with us on the
night Warrambinga Wiradjuri Dabee man,
Peter Swain. Peter played the didgeridoo
whilst Allan gave a very moving recital
telling of Aboriginal people’s ongoing
suffering as a result of white settlement
and Peter recited a powerful poem
about his own family’s experience of this
impact. He then spoke of his belief that
all of us, as Australians, can and should
get to know the Aboriginal names, people
and stories of our birthplace, as a way of
making connection with and honouring
the first people of our land and deepening
our own connection with that land.
The performances of entertainers John
Kane, Peter Wesley-Smith, Wally Byrne,
Bev Stewart, Bruce Latham and Cameron
Ritchard were also greatly appreciated by
the audience and contributed to making it
a very special night.

Josh with budding musician

Music is bringing kids to school and
focusing the attention and energy of
young people. School attendance is an
ongoing issue, and the music experience
is making school a more attractive place
to be for many. In fact, Josh is finding
that the children and young people just
can’t get enough music ... his classroom
is buzzing before and after school and
at lunch time, and he also runs music
sessions a few times a week at the Sport
and Recreation facility where Josie works
as a coordinator.
This year Jo and Allan decided that the
funds from their fourth annual fundraiser
event would go to help Josh purchase
musical instruments and equipment
to expand the opportunities he can
provide for these eager young musicians.

Peter Wesley-Smith delights with his irreverent
poetry.

Thank you so much to all the entertainers
and, of course, to those who came along,
gave generously and helped make it all
such a huge success. Allan asked Josh
to write a wish list before the night to
give us something to aim for; as the
night progressed he had to call Josh and
ask him to add to the list, and the kitty
was quickly becoming much bigger than
expected! At the Upper River Hall Sarah
Butler from the ArtsLab kindly spoke of
the Elcho Island cause before their film
night, which was met with a generous
response. Many people who couldn’t
attend the evening made donations
before and afterwards, which has also
been greatly appreciated.
Finally, a huge thank you to the evening’s
hosts, Jo and Allan. Your welcoming spirit
and the relaxed atmosphere of your home
made for a very enjoyable night, and your
hard work made it one that will have a
lasting impact, enriching the lives of the
music-loving kids and young adults of
Elcho Island.
				

Cathy Gorman

And some words from Josh
Sending an enormous thank you to
Kangaroo Valley and the "Glenmurray
Fundraisers" all the way from
Galiwinku community in North-East
Arnhem land. It was such an amazing
surprise to hear just how generous
you have been in supporting us, and
we’re getting very excited thinking
about the great things we will be
able to do with the money raised.
Our initial goal was to purchase a
mixer and speaker to improve the
quality of sound in our community
rehearsal space but, due to the
unexpected amount you were able
to raise, we are now looking at
buying some further equipment
including some parts for our drums,
a new keyboard and an amplifier.
Galiwinku is a community with
many passionate and talented young
musicians, and the contribution you
have made will be used and enjoyed
day after day for a long time to
come. It may take a while for us to
get our new gear in action, due to
the arduous nature of logistics to
a remote island, but when we do
we will certainly send back some
footage of the great music we will
be making with it. Again, a heartfelt
thanks for the incredible support,
especially to all those involved in
the production and performance of
the fundraising effort!
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A wedding with a difference...
In a week that started out raining
and miserable, one happy couple
had a beautiful and memorable
wedding with a difference.
Felix and Skye have grown up in
the local area and spend a lot of
their leisure time in Kangaroo Valley
traversing the rivers in their canoes
and camping on the banks. When
they decided to tie the knot, they
wanted to include all of this in their
big day. They, as well as all of their
guests, hopped on board a fleet
of canoes for a short paddle from
Tallowa Dam to a shady little bay.
With all of their guests in position
Felix, along with their celebrant,
Shantele Whittaker, stood on a
wooden deck built between two
canoes awaiting the arrival of Skye.
Skye’s father, Brian, paddled the
beautiful bride down the aisle to
join with Felix.
After a short but sweet ceremony
Shantele announced the newly
wedded couple, Mr & Mrs Nelson
Felix Nelson

Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123
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3

1
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JustListed

4.7 Acres

3

2

5

JustListed

1.2 Acres

4

3

3

2.8 Acres

587 Mount Scanzi Rd, Kangaroo Valley

23 Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

1521B Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley

FerndaleintheForest
Price $1,025,000-$1,125,000

Brilllil’Acreage
Price $965,000-$1,015,000

StunningValleyVista
Price $1,295,000-$1,395,000

QualityVillageLiving

3

2

769sqm

ExpansiveAcreage

274 Acres

Inspect&Explore

5

4

7

103 Acres

9 Brooks Lane, Kangaroo Valley

Lots 63 Etc, Mount Scanzi Rd, Kangaroo Valley

41 Old Bendeela Rd, Kangaroo Valley

InVogue&IntheVillage
Price $850,000to$890,000

OwnYourOwnMountain-Literally!
Price $1,500,000

ExceptionalValleyLiving
Price $2,500,000

Some kind words from my happy clients...
“Excellentoperator-FrankBarkerisagoodcommunicatorandknowshisjob.Hewasn’tpushyanddidn’thassleus.
Alwaysfriendlyandhelpful.”
Ron and Keith Nelson – Kangaroo Valley
“WefoundFranktobecommitted,ethical,friendly,honest,reliable&trustworthy.Howcanonepersonbeallofthe
above,butFrankBarkeris.Healsohasagreatsenseofhumour&weenjoyedourinteractionwithhim.”
Frank & Neryl Benson – Kangaroo Valley

Understands the role of an agent & aims to
deliver above & beyond!
PleasecallmeforanObligationFreeMarketAppraisal.
Frank Barker
0456 555 422

frank.barker@sh.rh.com.au

Southern Highlands
Moss Vale Office

rh.com.au/southernhighlands
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Have you ever wondered what your
carbon footprint actually is but are afraid
to ask? Or wondered how to reduce it?
Carbon footprint sounds negative and
appears to be invisible to most of us. So
it is not surprising that some recoil from
the idea of finding out what it is or trying
to change it. But you would be surprised
to find it a positive experience! The
discovery is actually interesting because it
informs you to make better decisions that
save money, help you focus your next DIY
project or make that capital investment.
This article aims to show you why and
how calculating and monitoring your
carbon footprint is good to know.
On 19 February 2018 the Kangaroo Valley
Chamber of Tourism & Commerce (KVCTC)
held a Green Kangaroo forum. That in
itself might not surprise you, but we
celebrated running Australia’s longest
operating carbon reduction program (11
years), aptly named Green Kangaroo, to
reflect our community’s ethos. The forum
showed the results of the Green Kangaroo
program and announced that it is now
freely open to everyone in our community
from shop to school, from home to
business. Originally 23 businesses, along
with 14 households, signed the pledge to
reduce their carbon footprint. The forum
learnt where some participants have
made terrific savings of over 50%.
But let us first cover why measure
carbon in the first place? If you want to
get a handle on your expenses (which
are ever spiralling upwards), reduce
the number of resources and ‘stuff’ one
wastes or want to know where to make
a good investment, that is kind to the
environment, then calculating carbon
is a good place to start. Using carbon
allows us to standardise all the jumble
of different resources and things we
consume into one consistent measure that
allows us to compare, rather like calories
and food types. It then lets you rank
which item has the highest level of carbon
and consequential environmental impacts,
rather like finding out what has a very
high level of fat or sugar in your diet.
The Green Kangaroo uses a calculator
to allow us to compare. It was designed
by Hatch Consulting, a large and wellrespected sustainability consultancy. The
calculator shows you the total amount
of carbon, breaks it down by source and
can then indicate how much carbon is
generated per person at home, or patron
or guest or customer sale.
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Carbon audit in progress; Chris Warren Crystal Creek Meadows and Bruno Henke Big Bell Farm

Then you can identify what change,
replacement, reduction you should make
and then compare this later and see how
you go. After all, if you had gone to the
trouble of installing a new renewable
energy system or buying a new car or just
choose to conserve and use less, you want
to see what’s changed for the better and
at what level. This then guides you on
what are the best actions to take to save
and live in a healthier world.
The KVCTC has made this carbon
calculator and advice service freely
available to the members of the
association and community. They have
done this because we recognise that it is
up to each of us to take responsibility and
reduce our often heavy diet of carbon.
So we all need to slim down for a better
future. By sharing our program we can
help each other and contribute to a
better future, but not just in Kangaroo
Valley. Our Green Kangaroo program
has been featured on ABC, reported by
scientists (Professor Susanne Becken’s
Climate Change and Tourism book) and
acknowledged by previous Shoalhaven
mayors and the daily press and radio. The
program has helped to stimulate change
for the better.
What are the benefits to you? Saving
money is one benefit, especially as costs
will keep rising, you’ll reduce landfill
waste (which also saves money and
pollution) and set targets to save and
make improvements where you know
the result will be a win-win for you,
your pocket and the environment. For
example, Banksia Park Cottages and
Olives have cut its footprint by over 50%,
making big savings in waste and nonrenewable energy; Crystal Creek Meadows
Luxury Cottages has also made big savings
in carbon and saved over $1,000 a year
costs through operational improvements.
Join us and make a difference in your life,
and our community and enjoy learning
about your carbon diet.

How it works:
1. Go online to 			
visitkangaroovalley.com.
au/green-kangaroo.
2. Have a look through the
‘Advanced Calculator’ you
will see the information
required.
3. Go to your accounts and pull out your
electricity, gas, fuel bills (your 		
accountant would have those figures
in your business accounts and we can
also work from those, but bills are best
because they are more accurate),
flights, firewood loads, red bins per
week and so on.
4. Either fill in the details yourself 		
online, or Skype with Christopher
Warren and go through the steps
together, or meet Christopher or
Dennis Nickell and complete the audit
and discuss the findings where we can
share ideas on reducing the carbon.
5. Use the information to make 		
changes (after a free consultation
with Christopher or Dennis), sharing
with those in your family or at work.
Use the per person footprint to
indicate to everyone you are 		
monitoring and can share a figure that
they contribute to.
6. Set a goal to reduce by targeting
one or two areas that are the biggest
or easiest to change. Christopher or
Dennis can help.
7. You can use the calculator as many
times as you like, so you could do a
quarterly check and see how your
changes have helped to reduce carbon.
I can be contacted on 4465 1408 or via
email at chris365online@gmail.com,and I
and Dennis Nickell are available through
May and June to help you reduce your
footprint, save money and tread lightly.
						
				
Chris Warren
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Goa
It seems everyone is either dreaming
of visiting India, or the idea leaves
them stone cold. The former appear to
be motivated by the colour, majesty,
vibrancy and exotic nature of the country.
The latter perceive only squalor, muck
(including putrid smells), disease and
despondency.
Both views, of course, have some
justification and are not irreconcilable,
but I tend to fall in the latter group.
However, last year my nephew, Max,
invited us to his wedding which was to
take place in Goa, India in March this
year. My reservations about India weren’t
going to stop me. Max was to marry an
Australian-Indian whose immediate family
lives in Sydney, and had done so since
she was ten. They both live and work
in London and have family and friends
all over the world. India was as central
a place as any, besides which many of
the bride’s extended family lived in
Bangalore, which is not far south of Goa.
So Goa was a pretty logical choice for the
ceremony.

We decided to base ourselves in Goa as
we could really only afford to be away for
ten days, and with my Naval background
I was quite interested in exploring Goa’s
history – Vasco da Gama and all that. Max
had suggested that my sisters and I take
over a three bedroom villa complete with
swimming pool that was an annex to the
resort where the wedding ceremonies
were to occur. It looked pretty good on
the web, so we immediately booked it.
And it proved ideal.
We couldn’t find a way to get from
Australia to Goa in less than three hops.
Worse still, no matter which airports
you passed through we would be arriving
at or departing from somewhere at an
inordinately uncivilised hour. We flew
Sydney-Singapore-Mumbai-Goa. Arriving in
Mumbai we were quickly reminded of the
Indian penchant for over-employment.
We went through three security checks
and our boarding passes were examined
at least an additional three times. But
we got through immigration and customs
without much delay.
We arrived in Goa at about 3am and my
initial impression was that it was one
huge construction site. A massive freeway
,which runs parallel to the route from the
airport to our accommodation, is being
built. Consequently we were driven down
many side roads, none of which seemed
to have any road signs at all. I don’t know
how our driver found his way there, but

Quality panels & inverters.
On grid, oﬀ grid & hybrid.
FREE assessments, site visits & quotes.
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we arrived safely and all quickly flopped
into bed.
After a sleep we were shown around
the hotel which backed onto Candolim
Beach, one of Goa’s prime attractions. We
wandered along the beach to kill a bit of
time before lunch. It’s about 10km long.
There was an interesting mix of Indian
tourists and very under-dressed and over
weight Western tourists – not a pleasant
sight.
The most remarkable feature for me was
the beach shacks. I was told there are
about 400 of them along the beach. In
front of each shack are rows of lounges,
some shaded by beach umbrellas, but
most in the open sun and on which
tourists laze. Each had their touts on
the beach encouraging you to come in
and have a drink or a meal, and even a
massage.
We had more time to kill so we stopped
at one and had a beer. Sandra was their
tout, and she also sold souvenirs in the
form of bags and purses with Indian
motifs. This shack was directly opposite
the hotel, and so for the next few days
we played the game of trying to slip past
Sandra without her seeing us and trying
to get us to purchase some of her wares.
However, no matter what the time of day
we went to the beach she won!
We had been asked to wear Indian garb
at some of the functions that were
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first wedding function and quickly slipped
into a routine. Each morning after a walk
and swim at the beach we had a breakfast
of fresh fruit, omelettes and toast, and
then spent some time playing tourist
before having an afternoon swim and rest
and then venturing down to the beach to
have dinner at one of the shacks.
One day we toured Old Goa. We visited
a couple of old cathedrals, one allegedly
containing the remains of St Francis
Xavier which was built between 1594
and 1605, and looks it from the outside.
It’s quite impressive to be inside such
an old building. We also had a look at
the Viceroy’s Arch which is the gateway
leading from the port to the old town.
to occur, and had
been recommended
appropriate places to
shop. One was about
a kilometre down the
road, so on our first
full day we wandered
down there to see
what was on offer.

Initially everything was a bit chaotic as
the six of us sought appropriate clothes
and all wanted simultaneous help from
the two shop assistants. Eventually my
brother-in-law, Tim, and I said we would
wait until the four women had explored
their options. They finished surprisingly
fast as they all decided there was nothing
in the shop that they liked. So the focus
was then on Tim and me. Tim was fitted
out fairly quickly and then I was the
centre of attention. I had my wife, two
sisters, a niece and two shop assistants
all telling me what I should try. It seemed
to work. I paid particular attention to the
advice provided by my niece and the shop
assistants. I wasn’t sure if I got it 100%
right, but it was definitely a good start.

Between cathedrals, Max’s mother,
Catherine, intercepted us. She was
staying with the bride’s parents and they
were having a day of touring as well. It
was good to meet up with them before
any of the formalities started.
It was a blazing hot day and we decided
to call it quits after seeing the arch. Tim
is in his nineties and was flagging a little.
I was a little disappointed to miss out on
the museum that was right next to one
of the cathedrals, but it was the only
sensible thing to do.
Old Goa was followed by lunch at a
Tropical Spice Plantation. The beers were
most welcome! This was followed by a
quick tour of part of the plantation. Our
guide was very knowledgeable and gave
us a fascinating tour. I’m only sorry it
wasn’t longer.
We also saw Fort Aguada, which is at the
southern end of Candolim Beach. It’s a
very impressive set of walls with a huge
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moat around three sides (the fourth being
at the edge of a very steep cliff). It goes
back to 1612 and was well worth a look.
Surprisingly there was a large spring in
the centre of the battlements, and this
was from where sailing ships obtained
their water in earlier days.
In the lead-up to the wedding we also
visited three markets. As one would
expect, they were all a mass of humanity
with an amazing array of goods on offer.
But each had its differences. The first
was set up more for tourists than for
the locals. We spent a good two hours
wandering around purchasing gifts and
nick-nacks. I even ended up with a couple
of pairs of shorts that I wasn’t planning
to buy. Perhaps the best purchase was
made by Tim who came away with a pair
of yak leather sandals which cost a song.
The second market we visited was in a
nearby town. This wasn’t as touristy as
the first: it was for the locals. The colour,
vibrancy, smells and noise were all that
those who love India could wish for. We
spent another couple of hours there
browsing rather than buying. Even so we
ended up with a few items including the
blingiest shoes ever likely to be in Kathy’s
wardrobe, some bangles and a couple
more kurtas (shirts) for me. The third
market was little more than a series of
street stalls on one of the roads leading
to Candolim Beach. It was full of junk for
the unsuspecting tourist.
						
		
Simon Harrington
Simon’s account of the wedding itself will
appear in the June Voice.

Tim and I returned to the accommodation
where we had a lovely afternoon relaxing,
reading and dozing. Meanwhile the four
women took a taxi to the other suggested
shops about 10km away. They returned
after about four hours, and had managed
to purchase most of what had been
recommended. Some of the clothing
colours were absolutely spectacular.
That evening we experienced our first
beach shack meal (just down from
Sandra’s). At that time of day it is
absolutely still and we were facing west,
so saw the sun set. It got redder and
redder – very reminiscent of sunsets in
Africa, but then it faded rapidly and
eventually disappeared behind the
pollution well before it dropped below
the horizon.
The six of us consumed about six beers,
a mojito, three entrées and three main
courses, all for the princely sum of $70.
And the food was delicious.
We had arrived about four days before the

environmental contracting, garden management,
landscape design & construction, permaculture design

Ryan 0409 743 828 & Katie 0424 236 235
www.mountainecho.com.au
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The power of language
The last two books I’ve read, both
debut novels, have been love stories.
But it’s impossible to imagine a greater
difference between them - both in their
settings and in the language in which
they’re written.
The first was The Tattooist of Auschwitz
by Heather Morris, a New Zealander
resident in Australia, who spent three
years interviewing the elderly Lale Sokolov
in Melbourne and writing his story as a
screenplay before turning it into a novel.
Lale, a 25-year-old Slovakian Jew, was
transported to Auschwitz-Birkenau in 1942.
There he was soon made the assistant
tattooist and later, after the unexplained
disappearance of his mentor, the senior
tattooist. Gita, a 17-year-old Jewess,
also from Slovakia, had been transported
to Auschwitz ten days earlier. They met
when Lale had to renew her tattoo, and
were immediately attracted. Lale takes
extremes risks to seize every opportunity
to see Gita. He is determined to survive,
and somehow convinces Gita that she, too,
must survive. Against all the odds, they
both do survive until they are, separately,
liberated by the Russians. Lale undergoes
further trauma, this time at Russian hands,
before eventually, and apparently by
chance, he finds Gita in Slovakia.
Morris uses such simple and spare prose
- much more elegant than mine -to tell

their love story
without detracting
from the horror of
the events in which
it is set. Without
sentimentality, but movingly, she
describes the ongoing contrast between
the extremities of humanity and brutality.
Morris leaves little to the imagination
but, having visited Auschwitz-Birkenau
only three years ago, I could visualise
the camps described by her (the Nazis
destroyed only the crematoria before
fleeing from the Russians), which made
the book even more vivid for me.
Regardless of how many books about the
Holocaust you may have read, I strongly
recommend this one.
The second book was Call Me By Your
Name by the American academic André
Aciman. It tells the story of a powerful
romance between 17-year-old Elio and
his father’s house-guest, the 24-year-old
American Oliver, over a six week period
of summer on the Italian Riviera. I’d
seen the film only a few weeks earlier,
and was keen to see if the book was
equally beautiful without the stunning
cinematography.
The story is narrated by Elio, and
Aciman’s prose eloquently evokes
the intense, bewildering and painful
emotions of teenage love. I found myself
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repeatedly pausing to re-read a
passage, to reassure myself that I had
adequately appreciated the quality
of the writing. And it wasn’t until I
read the book that I understood why
Timothée Chalamet, who played Elio in
the film, was nominated for an Oscar:
he had to illustrate, by expression and
movement, the emotions which in the
book are described in words, since Elio
thinks far more than he speaks.
I don’t want to give away too much of the
plot, but Elio and Oliver - due to fears
both different and shared - hide their
feelings from each other for the first
few weeks, before finally giving way to
their passion. During the mere two weeks
which remain, they enjoy a degree of
intimacy which I suspect is achieved by
few who spend their entire adult lives
together.
After Oliver has returned to America,
Elio’s father lets him know, not only
that he understood the nature of their
“friendship”, but that he envied it. In the
film, I found the scene overwhelmingly
moving, and wondered whether the
scriptwriter was quoting directly from the
book. He was.
The book takes us 20 years into the
future. The film ends with the young Elio
staring into a fire, leaving everything
to our imagination. I can unreservedly
recommend both.
				
Tony Barnett
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IS COOKING OR SHOPPING FOR FOOD
GETTING TOO MUCH FOR YOU?
Do you need assistance to remain in your own home?
If you:
- are 65 or over, OR
- have a disability, AND
- need some help in looking after
yourself at home, you are eligible to
receive Meals on Wheels

You can choose:
- from a variety of meals
- one, two or three courses: a main
meal, soup and dessert are available
- delivered frozen to your door once
a fortnight

No doctor’s certificate is needed. A phone call to Meals on
Wheels will confirm your eligibility
Please phone Beth (Meals on Wheels Co-ordinator for the North
Shoalhaven area) on 4422 5111 for further information
This information is provided as a community service by the Kangaroo Valley
Seniors Accommodation and Support Committee

Kangaroo Valley needs a
bike and skate park!
Please help us

design a Skate park & learn to ride track
for Kangaroo Valley kids and visitors.
Get your pencils out and your creative mind going
Possible site size is 60 x 30m
Drop your designs in at the office of Glenmack
Caravan Park
Further Information
Dion: 0403 549 074
Belinda: 0466 065 768

The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered FREE to all house and land holders
within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
(*Subscription to the Voice for those outside the mountain boundaries is available at a cost of $25 per year)
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.

Please tick the appropriate box:
Your details:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
SUBSCRIPTION
Name:

I HAVE PURCHASED A NEW PROPERTY
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Address:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Post Code:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Postal address:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, PO Box 6860 Kangaroo Valley • email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au or phone 4465 1225
If you wish to advertise or have a story to tell, please email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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hiding. So we might still have enough to
celebrate with a Pumpkin Night.

Autumn in the Valley
The calendar says autumn is here, but
the temperatures we are experiencing
indicate otherwise. Our recent
temperatures of 30º+ is more reminiscent
of early to midsummer weather. It might
not matter to some, but those of us who
garden and farm find it difficult to decide
when to sow or plant for the winter.
At the Friendly Inn Garden (FIG), we
have had a good summer harvest of
tomatoes, cucumbers, zucchini, egg
plant, trombochino, New Guinea
Bean, asparagus and figs. We did not
do too well with beans nor with globe
artichokes. Unlike last year, our Ceylon
spinach did not do too well. We moved
them from the lower edge of the garden
to a position higher up. It may be that
they liked the soggy ground better than
the well-drained soil.
The sweet potatoes were
planted a bit late and are
yet to be harvested. We
are all looking forward
to the thrill of digging
up some prize-winning
specimens like we did
last year. The pumpkin
patch did not look too
good but, as I was going
through the long grass
with the brush-cutter, I
spied a good number of them

It’s always a challenge getting each
season’s sowing and planting into
the ground in time. With the recent
fluctuations in weather and with the
small team of dedicated workers on a
‘one morning a week’ schedule we have
just managed to keep the community
garden dream alive.
One of the differences we have noticed
is that, with each passing season, bed
preparation and planting has become less
onerous. The use of weed mat has kept
the weeds down. In addition, protecting
seedlings from wildlife, slugs and snails
has become a well-honed routine.
As each season passes we also look to
improving the health of the garden’s soil.
We have three compost heaps on the go,
with our weeds and spoiled vegetables
forming the foundations of the compost.
So each time we turn over a bed a good
amount of compost is added.
But there is so much more to soil health
than compost. I recently attended an
introductory workshop, hosted by the
Local Land Services in Berry, on the fungi
of the Illawarra. Even though I have been
aware of the importance of mycorrhiza
in soil health, I was very
impressed by the hands-on
learning. Mycorrhiza is a
symbiotic association
between a fungus and
a vascular plant. For
the purposes of FIG,
vascular plants include
vegetables and fruit.
We learned about the
symbiotic relationship
of the mycelium of a
fungus with the roots
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of plants. Most vascular plants have
mycorrhizal fungi. The fungus helps in the
availability and absorption of minerals
and water from the soil to the plant and
protects the roots from other fungi and
nematodes. The plant, in return, provides
the fungi with carbohydrates or sugars.
Old habits die hard, and indeed our
old gardening habits are hard to break.
Instead of digging, we can encourage the
fungi kingdom to do the work for us and
reestablish the relationship between all
elements of the ecosystem. Instead of
quick fix fertilisers we can use mulches
and, yes, occasional applications of
compost and trace elements to support
mycorrhiza.
Fortunately, a lot of agricultural practices
are being revised in the light of recent
research outcomes on soil health. We can
do well by applying this knowledge in our
gardens.
Misty mornings are a good signal that it
won’t be too long before we will have
our wood stoves warming our homes.
There is so much comfort in the glow of a
fireplace, a hot bowl of pumpkin soup and
the counting of our blessings.
Its been about eight months since we had
our last AGM and it’s close to the time
to start planning for the next one. We’ll
be looking for more members and new
committee members.
We are also looking forward to our
Poetry in the Garden event on Friday 4
May. We’ll be reading poems that reflect
the seasonal change, sharing food, and
enjoying the lovely environment of the
FIG Garden.
					
Trevor Edmond
President
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capacity it will be too late to choose who
you want to be your decision-maker.

Who will decide for you if you
can’t decide for yourself?
Think about planning ahead

The law divides decisions into two
categories - financial and lifestyle. In
NSW there are two special documents
you can use to appoint another person to
make these kinds of decisions for you in
the future.
Financial decisions
These can cover dealing with bank
accounts, transferring money, paying
bills, dealing with shares or buying and
selling real estate.

This is the fourth in a series of articles
based on information provided by Legal
Aid NSW
Making your own decisions
The law presumes adults have the
‘capacity’ to make their own decisions
until that is shown not to be the case.
‘Capacity’ means that when making a
decision you have the ability to:
• understand the facts involved
• understand the main choices
• weigh up the consequences of the
choices
• understand how the consequences
affect you, and
• communicate your decision.
You must have capacity to make decisions
about:
• making a will
• buying or selling property
• taking out a loan
• investing money
• making a power of attorney, or
• entering into a contract.
If you don’t have capacity to make these
types of decisions they will not be legally
binding.
You can lose your capacity to make your
own decisions
Your capacity to make decisions can be
affected by illness, injury or age. The loss
of that capacity may be total or partial:
you may lose capacity to make any kind
of decision or only to make more complex
decisions. The loss of capacity may be
temporary or permanent.
Who will make decisions for you if you
lose capacity?
This will depend on whether you plan
ahead. You can decide in advance who
you would like to make decisions for you
if you can no longer do so.
If you don’t plan ahead and you lose

To appoint a financial decision-maker you
can complete a legal form called a ‘power
of attorney’. You can decide what powers
to give the person you appoint (your
attorney) to manage your property and
financial affairs. There are two types of
power of attorney:
• A ‘general power of attorney’ is
usually given for a specific period of
time (for example, if you plan to
travel overseas or are going into
hospital and need someone else to
manage your affairs for a short time)
or for a specific purpose (for example,
to sell property for you). This type of
power of attorney stops operating if
you lose capacity.
• An ‘enduring power of attorney’ is
the one you should use if you want to
appoint someone to make decisions
once you can no longer do so. It states
that you want it to continue even after
you have lost capacity.
Lifestyle decisions
These can be about where you should
live, what services you should receive or
what medical and dental treatment you
might need.
You can appoint an ‘enduring guardian’
to be the person who makes lifestyle
decisions for you, by completing an
‘appointment of enduring guardian’ form.
You can decide what powers, or functions,
you want to give to your enduring
guardian.
Appointing an attorney or enduring
guardian
A solicitor can give you detailed advice
about your options, whom to appoint as
your attorney and guardian, what powers
to give them and the legal consequences
of making these appointments. To ensure
that you are receiving independent
advice, you should insist on seeing the
solicitor in private.
Before appointing an attorney or
guardian, you should speak to the person
you want to appoint to ensure they are
willing and able to take on that role. If
you don’t know anyone you consider to be
suitable, you can appoint the NSW Trustee
and Guardian, who will charge for their
services.
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Both forms of appointment must be
witnessed by a solicitor (or another
person authorised by law for this
purpose), who will certify that they have
explained the effect of the documents to
you and that you understood their effect.
Your attorney or guardian must accept the
appointment by signing the form.
While you still have capacity you can
revoke (cancel) the power of attorney
and appointment of an enduring guardian,
if you lose confidence in your attorney’s
or guardian’s ability to act in your best
interests.
The decision as to when you have lost
capacity may be made by your attorney or
guardian, a solicitor or a doctor. If you or
another person disputes their assessment,
the Guardianship Division of the NSW Civil
and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT) may
have to decide.
The appointment of both an attorney and
guardian stop operating when you die,
and any will you have made will then
begin to operate.
Decisions about your medical treatment
By law doctors must get consent from
their patients to any proposed treatment.
If you are unable to give your consent the
doctor must get consent from the ‘person
responsible’. In order of priority, that
person is:
• your enduring guardian, if you have
appointed one
• your most recent spouse or de facto,
including a same-sex partner
• an unpaid care currently providing
support to you, or
• a relative or friend who has a close
personal relationship with you.
You can record your wishes about the
treatment you want or don’t want in the
future by preparing an ‘advance health
care directive’ (or living will), which will
only be used if you lose capacity to give
consent to medical treatment. A form can
be downloaded from the website www.
health.nsw.gov.au. It should be signed and
witnessed.
What if you don’t plan ahead and lose
capacity?
If you have not appointed a decisionmaker in advance, there will be no one
with the authority to decide for you and
resolve any disputes between family
members. Only NCAT or the Supreme
Court can then appoint someone to make
decisions on your behalf. If there is a
conflict between family members, NCAT
can appoint a government official to be
your financial manager or guardian.
						
		
Tony Barnett, Chairman
		
Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accomodation & Support Committee
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Kangaroo Valley

FIREWOOD

Seasoned Firewood
Delivered & Stacked

A local supplier using a local resource
Call Jamie • 0412 424 069 • 4465 2520
email: jamiesalkeld@gmail.com
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under your feet

or ...
on the drive way; at the house site
in the subdivision; on the property;
in the dam ...
In fact, Selbys can, and do, make the
earth move just about anywhere!

Selbys Earthmoving has an extensive range of modern machinery
to ensure we have the right equipment for your job!

SELBYS EARTHMOVING
David 0428 429 398 or Sharon 4465 1186

For a complete list of tasks we tackle
check out the website

|

IT Y

earth
move
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info@selbys.net.au

selbys.net.au
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Sydneys Quilt and Craft Fair
st
Thursday 21 June 2018
$69.00p/p

May 2018

Call Now to book 44 217596

The Great Ocean Road
th
th
10 September -20 September 2018
$3150.00pp / $660.00 Single Supplement

Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123

May 2018
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The Directory
Valley Moss
0427 651 230

Locally sourced, specialising in native flowers for all occasions

www.facebook.com/mandy.valleymoss | www.instagram.com/mandy.valleymoss

email: mandy.valleymoss@gmail.com

Heather
Bray
BA (Psych), M.SC (Psych)
0412 219 993

Psychology Services
1 Broughton Street, Kangaroo Valley Stays

www.movingminds.com.au | heather@movingminds.com.au
Changing individuals, corporations, families and communities one thought at a time.

Taijiquan (Tai Chi) Classes in the Valley
Slow, steady and soft exercises to build and develop
your energy, improve strength & balance

Two classes available
Tuesday evenings 6.30 - 8pm
Kangaroo Valley Showground Hall and
Saturday mornings 9 – 10.30 am
Outdoor Kiosk/Bar area, Kangaroo Valley Showground

Colleen Langan

Energy Healer (Ignite Your Spirit)
Spiritual Counselor and Teacher
Meditation Facilitator

Energy Healing and Counseling by appointment
0410460345 or 44460345
mayabhadni@gmail.com
www.healingmayalight.com

0408510151
Any age, any fitness level, any ability welcome.
Contact your teacher: Sue Cochrane, suecochrane51@gmail.com

Assistance with the design of your ad, or any other
print media is available. Please contact Delyse
Wright at thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call
0414 884 833.
Graphic Design | Website Design | Print Media

Please note that the directory listings are a six month commitment. Renewal of the ad is
automatic at the start of each new cycle (February and July), if you DO NOT wish your ad to
be renewed, please contact the editor prior to these renewal months:
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or 0414 884 833.
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The Directory continued

BUILDING DESIGNER
B.Arch UTS

T 02 4465 1224 M 0412 671 735
E davidcox@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6037 Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
www.davidcoxdesign.com.au

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local
community to support local businesses and gives you as
a business owner an opportunity to tell the community
what you do and how to find you.
Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

May 2018
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For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic
John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
MVRL 53587
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available

Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTAMemberMotorMechanicLic#:106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley • 0411 619 179

Domestic & Commercial
Lawn mowing - Ride on mowing - Edging - Blowing
Hedging - High pressure cleaning - Pruning - Tree lopping
Weeding - Poisoning - Fertilising - Rubbish removal
Painting - Chopping wood - Gutter cleaning - Tip runs
General maintenance - Odd jobs around the home

Simon Hunt

Mobile: 0481 358 100

cleanfreaksmowing@gmail.com
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Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!

Advertising in the directory encourages our local community
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to
find you.
Get seen in 2017, advertise local.
Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)
Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

May 2018
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Ladies & Mens Hair Dresser

0402 576 859
02 4465 5000
gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

JFK

LEGAL

SPECIALISING IN
·
·
·
·
·
·

Basic Wills $550
Disputed wills
Probate
Personal Injury law
Car Accidents
Court Mentions

Mobile Legal Service Phone 02 9665 4846

All the way with JFK
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Community Contact Information
Police
Ambulance
Poisons
Integral Energy
Lifeline
Fire
Storm and flood SES

EMERGENCIES
13 1444 or 4421 9699
000
13 1126
13 1003
13 1114
000
132500

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Perry
P&C
Vicki Barger
Public School
Andrew Smee
Scots College
Jeff Grundy
Anglican Church
Andrew Patterson
Sunday School
Jeanette Dumbrell
Catholic Church Parish Office		
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Joan Bray
Lions Club
Helen Mairinger
VIEW Club
Penny Rose
Remexio Partnership
Libby Turnock
Environment
Greg Thompson
Wildlife Rescue South Coast		
Wires		
Cubs/Scouting
Cuppa and kids
Bushwalking
Cricket Club
Fishing Club
Frisbee
Golf Club
Hockey Club
Pilates
Pony Club
Rowing Club
Tennis Club
Yoga
Iyengar Yoga

AGES and STAGES
Nicholas Carlile
Kate Hole
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Fran Pritchard
Hugh Sinclair
Vinnie Winch
Mark McLennan
Gordon Thomson
Sharon Gomez
Melinda Mangold
Karen Barker
Gerry Garrett
Peter Stanton
Vasudha Rao
Rose Andrews

4465 1327
4465
4465
4465
4423

1089
1585
2708
1712

4465
0431
4464
4465
0473
0418
4862

1851
355 725
2384
1357
114 026
427 214
1788

4446 0591
0432 177 206
4465
0435
4465
0439
4465
4465
0404
0407
4465
4465
4465
4465

1599
001 294
1448
456 356
1958
1580
483 680
928 994
1419
1688
1093
1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Alex Cooke
0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Alison Baker
0405 379 393
Historical Society
Garth Chittick
4465 1367
FIG Community Garden
Lyn Rutherford
0414 737 547
FYRE
Karen Harrison
4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Nick Minogue
0414 732 514
KVCA
Wendy Caird
kvcollections@bigpond.com
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain
Mike Gorman
0447 651 540
		
4465 1540
K. V. Show
Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Osborne Park Hall
Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton
4887 8256
Seniors Support 	
Tony Barnett 	
4465 1800
Upper River Progress Assn
Sarah Butler
4465 1364

Group secretaries please check and update contact
details if necessary
e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri
Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study
Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Tues
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
4465 1364
Tues
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Tues
Yoga at KV Hall 9.30-10.45am and 6-7.15pm
Contact Vasudha 	
4465 1093
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings
1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group
from 9am finishing about 4pm
Contact Werner Bayer
4465-1058
Wed
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga
4465 1364
Wed
Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall
Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm.
Contact Jillian O’Dowd
0468 309 530
Thurs
FIG Community Garden
9am-11am
0417 651 174
Thurs
Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm
Contact Vasudha
4465 1093
Thurs
1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Thurs
Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
		
0414 737 547
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church
4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (3rd)
Tues (4th)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Thurs (2nd)
Fri (2nd)
Sat (first)
Sat (last)
Sun (2nd)
Sun (last)
Sun (varies)

MONTHLY EVENTS
KV Rural Fire Service meeting
7.30 pm – Fire Shed
Contact Mike Gorman
4465 1540, 0447 651 540
Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
Contact Greg Thompson
0473 114 026
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
Contact Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact Belinda
0466 065 768
Bushwalk
Contact Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
for confirmation and location of meeting place
Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm
Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon
Contact Garth Chittick
4465 1367
P. and C. Meeting – KV School
View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
12 pm – locations as advised
FIG Community Garden
9am - 12noon
0414 737 547
Brogers Creek Landcare
Contact Andrew or Liz
4465 1482
Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Fishing Club Competition Day
Contact Harold Sharman
4465 1140
KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park)
contact Victoria Salkeld
4465 2520
BI-WEEKLY EVENTS

Thursday:

(1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
Contact Bob Dunn
4465 1056

Please email all content for inclusion in the Voice to thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call
0414 884 833
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Kangaroo Valley Rural
Pty. Ltd.

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs
* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators
* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas

* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock
* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer
* Track bobcat, auger
* Cattle yards

* Rural fencing
* 4WD tractor with GPS
* Boom spraying

* Slashing, mulching

* Fertilizer spreading
If undelivered please return to:-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE
PO BOX 6079, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577

The monthly community newspaper
of Kangaroo Valley
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